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EDITOR’S DESK
As we celebrate 125-years at Hampstead Synagogue, this
year’s review reflects on our proud past with a view to
innovating and building for the future. This edition of the
magazine includes some fascinating articles about the synagogue’s journey from the foundation of the synagogue until
today.
As we look back at our community’s foundation, the rapidly
changing role of faith in society has come into sharp focus.
The recent Institute for Jewish Policy Research’s survey
showed a 20% decline in shul membership since the 1990s.
It forces us to ask what our community must do to stay
relevant. And, the answer is that every shul is only as strong
as its members. We have looked to face this challenge by
building new and exciting ways to get people engaged,
through social action projects such as our Mitzvah Day
collection outside Tesco for the local foodbank, interfaith
initiatives like the ‘Invest in Peace Event’, and ensuring the
shul continues to be a place for Modern Orthodox learning
and education through our Scholar In Residence Programme
amongst other initiatives. We’ve hosted Chief Rabbi Ephraim
Mirvis and speakers such as former Israeli Ambassador
Daniel Taub, whilst being entertained by Troika - The
Klezmer Hot Club group, and Robert Max’s string quartet.
It just leaves me to wish all our contributors, advertisers and
readers a Happy and Healthy New Year.
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Daniel Taub; the wonderful musical evenings
Rabbi Dr. Michael Harris

organised by Tony Ostrin; and the moving
and memorable Invest in Peace interfaith

The Hebrew word shanah, as in Rosh HaShanah,

event organised with the Board of Deputies

is from the root shin–nun-heh. This root can

by Adrienne Powell. Ongoing series including

ROSH HASHANAH : night 2 *
THURSDAY 21.09.2017
Before 19:48

mean both “to repeat” and “to change”. During

the Book Club and pre-Kiddush talks have also

the Yamim Noraim and the days preceding it,

successfully continued.

friday night
erev shabbat shuva
22.09.2017
Before 18:45

can avoid simply repeating last year in the new

Tony Ostrin and David du Parc Braham stepped

year, as it were “cutting and pasting” last year

down as HOs, both having given magnifi-

into the new year. We have the chance to focus

cent service to the Shul. Tony continues to be

on how we can change or develop our lives for

extremely closely involved. We wish David,

the better.

Carmel and Darcey much happiness in the

friday night
erev yom kippur :
29.09.2017
Before 18:29

we have the opportunity to reflect on how we

future and look forward to their visiting us.
Thank G-d, even as we have reached our Shul’s

5778 is almost upon us and once again we have

125th anniversary year in 2017, every year at

much that is fresh and exciting to look forward

Hampstead is different. There are no simple

to as part of the rich programme for the new

“repeat” years, and there are always significant

year. We have recently appointed our third

moments and communal achievements to

annual female Scholar in Residence, Danielle

succot *
night 2 : THURSDAY
05.10.2017
after 19:12

celebrate. In a short article, I cannot do justice

Gedalla. Danielle is a talented member of the

to everything notable that has happened

new generation of female Torah scholars, and

in the past year or thank all those who are

by giving her a platform to teach us at our Shul,

so deserving of gratitude. But the range of

we are participating in the great mitzvah of

FRIDAY NIGHT
EREV SHABBAT CHOL
HAMOED: 06.10.2017
BEFORE 18:13

communal activity over the past Jewish year is

encouraging and fostering that rising

something of which we can be very proud. Just

generation.

succot
night 1 : WEDNESDAY
04.10.2017
Before 18:17

shemini atzeret
WEDNESDAY 11.10.2017
BEFORE 18:02
SIMCHAT TORAH *
THURSDAY 12.10.2017
AFTER 18:57
FRIDAY NIGHT
13.10.2017
BEFORE 17:57
* On these nights, candles

should be lit from an existing
flame that was kinded before
yom tov

a partial list of 5777 highlights would include
the visits of Chief Rabbi Mirvis and Rabbi Lord

I look forward to continuing to work with

Sacks; the excellent shiurim of our Scholar in

our dedicated and gifted lay and professional

Residence Lindsay Simmonds; Rabbi Sharon

team who give so much to our community.

Shalom’s mesmerising talk on Shabbat UK; our

Meanwhile, Judith and the family join me in

second women’s Megillah reading on Purim;

wishing you all ketiva vachatima tova, shana

sushi and film events organised by and for our

tova umetuka. May G-d grant us a good and

20s-30s; Professor Marc Shapiro’s fascinating

sweet year filled with blessing, spiritual and

Guest Lecture on Jewish views of Christmas

communal growth, and peace.

last December; Professor David Newman’s
superb series on the 6-Day War; Israeli army
veteran Hanoch Budin’s inspiring address for
Yom Hazikaron and Yom Haatzmaut; the
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Educational Course at LSJS. She currently

As you can see from this year’s magazine, there

teaches mathematics at Merchant Taylors’

has been a great deal going on over the last

School. We very much look forward to

year and in 5778 there should be something

welcoming Danielle and her young family to

for everyone. We will particularly need your

our Shul for Shabbat UK.

support with the various minyanim to create
a greater ruach in Shul and we both want to

As part of the 125th anniversary celebrations

do more on the social action front. We are

we are planning two more events: there will

working with an array of different local and

be a Chanukah party on Sunday 17th December

national Jewish and non-Jewish community

at which we will share memories and

groups in an attempt to form a coalition of

memorabilia about all things relating to our

calm and reason. We can only continue to do

of any notes recounted the history and many

Community and then next February we plan

this with your backing.

successes of Hampstead Shul over the last 125

to host a learning day in conjunction with the

years. He acknowledged the way Hampstead

Chief Rabbi’s Centre for Education. You are all

has introduced innovations over the years

invited and if anyone is able to help organise

and the important role Hampstead continues

or sponsor these events, please do not hesitate

to play in shaping the future of the United

to contact us.

Dear friends
A letter from your co-chairs
During her brilliant recent Shabbat post
Kiddush lunch and learn session Lindsay
Simmonds quoted from Rabbi Yitzhak Bar
Maryon who said:-“The Torah comes to teach
you that when a person does a mitzvah he
should do so with a happy heart”
That feeling seems to be embedded in our
Hampstead Members who are a special group
of people. We know from our dealings with
them that they are tolerant, good hearted and
generous, and we are privileged to have served
as your co- chairs for over two years now.
There have been many superb events celebrating the 125th Anniversary of our Shul over
the last few months including “Music for a
Summer Evening” performed in the Eli Chinn
Hall by our own Robert Max and his excellent
string quartet. Certainly a real highlight was
welcoming Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis who
was so fulsome in his praise for the leadership
of Rabbi Harris and the harmonies of Rabbi
Gerzi. The Chief Rabbi became our Historianin-Chief as he impressively and without the aid
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Michael Helfgott
Adrienne Powell

Synagogue. The Chief Rabbi then paid respect
to the quality of our Hampstead Members and
noted how they conduct themselves as menschs.
It was a very proud moment to be in Shul.
After the Chief Rabbi’s address we held a
Kiddush for our volunteers. Without them we
would not be able to do all we do and it is to
them that we say a big thank you.
Lindsay Simmonds as our Scholar in Residence
over the last year was outstanding and we
thank her for her high level of scholarship
and clear-sighted, well communicated Torah
teaching. We wish Lindsay and her family every

RENOVATING THE MOUNT ZION WINDOW The beautiful Mount Zion stained glass window

success and we expect to hear more great

at the front of the Synagogue is about to be renovated. The frame has buckled under the weight

things about her in the future.

of the window and will have to be replaced. At the same time repairs will be made to the stained
glass. The immediate area around the window, both inside and outside the Synagogue, has been

Our Scholar in Residence for 5778 will be

cordoned off and this also means that the centre doors to the Synagogue will be out of action and

Danielle Gedalla. Danielle graduated from

remain closed until the repairs are complete. Scaffolding will be erected in both the upper ladies

Cambridge University and the Susi Bradfield

gallery and outside during the repairs and will be in place for six weeks. A generous donor has
agreed to cover the cost of the repairs and the Synagogue will remain in normal use throughout.
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MY YEAR AS

By lindsay simmonds

SCHOLAR-IN-RESIDENCE

This past year has been the second year in

It was also an opportunity for me to meet Rabbi

which Hampstead United Synagogue actively

Michael Harris and Judith, who welcomed me

engaged in promoting an Orthodox Jewish

(and my husband and family) to their lovely

woman to function in a leadership position as

home with kindness and humour – it has been

a key educator within a mainstream Orthodox

a real joy and added bonus to get to know

community - here in the UK. This is not to be

them both. Additionally, I was met with sincere

taken lightly, nor its impact minimised on both

warmth from Co-chairs Adrienne and Michael,

the local community and the wider community

and it has been a great pleasure getting

of Orthodox Anglo-Jewry.

to know them too, along with many other

"Enabling and
encouraging orthodox
jewish women is a bold
move here in the uk"

members of the community, whose hospitality
and generosity was very much appreciated.
All of these engagements and events proved
to be opportunities for the members of the
community to engage in open and candid
discussions about Jewish life, law and Torah
text, to explore new and contemporary ideas
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As this year’s Scholar-in-Residence, it has been

and gave me the opportunity to contribute

a genuine privilege to teach Torah to, and learn

to the Torah life of Hampstead. And it was

Torah with, my newly ‘adopted’ community. I

this role of contributor which remains for me

spent many Shabbatot and other occasions

such an important facet of this post. Enabling

learning with, arguing with and eating with

and encouraging Orthodox Jewish women

the warm and welcoming members of the

to have a meaningful communal position, to

Hampstead community (and reminding them

hold a leadership role within the community

not to turn over their source-sheets quite yet).

and to encourage other women and girls to

I have given shiurim in Shul and led interac-

take their Torah learning seriously is a bold

tive discussions over Kiddush and lunch. I

move here in the UK, and is to be applauded.

taught the women hilkhot Purim, then joined

The role serves as an example to all women

the outstanding leyning of the women’s

that Torah scholarship ought to be part of

Megillah reading. I bravely participated in the

their religious ambition. It also serves as an

Book Club, suggesting a literary disaster, but

example to other Orthodox communities to be

one which generated a very honest, frank

mindful in ensuring that the religious needs

and lively discussion. And I chaired a variety

and flourishing of the women and girls in their

of persuasive opinions at the recent and

communities needs to be addressed and taken

very enjoyable panel entitled, ‘Is Knowledge

seriously. I have thoroughly enjoyed and felt

Power? Orthodox Jewish Women’s Authority in

humbled by my experience at Hampstead, and I

the 21st Century’ in June, (although the chair in

wish Danielle Gedalla, the upcoming Scholar-in

question broke midway, an amusing highlight

Residence, much success and joy in her new role.

“WHERE WOULD WE BE
WITHOUT YOU THIS ROSH HASHANAH?”
Kenneth is living with dementia. He loves coming to a Singing for Memory group at
Jewish Care.“It gives me a reason to get out of the house, keeps my mind working
and makes me smile.”
Jewish Care touches 10,000 lives like Kenneth’s every week. Singing for Memory is only
one of the ways we help them. We need to raise £3,000 every single day just to care for
people living with dementia.
Will you help make sure that no one has to face dementia alone this Rosh Hashanah
and beyond?
To donate please call 020 8922 2600 or visit jewishcare.org/donate

not to be forgotten!)
Charity Reg No. 802559

Eighteen months after her son’s death,

critical need for different faith groups to come

Israeli army officials told her they had captured

together. This is no less true that in relation

her son’s killer. She wrote him a letter. “After

to Israel-Palestine, where Jews and Christians

I wrote the letter, I realised I was no longer a

often disagree, and cause each other pain in

victim of circumstances,” she said. While in

that disagreement. This approach aims to build

a young man after finding a cache of old

South Africa, she met an Afrikaans woman who

bridges and create a sense of hope.”

weapons in a cave, said that most Palestinians

had been to the commission and forgave those

Rabbi Dr Michael Harris commented:

and Arabs think the Holocaust “is a bid to bring

who killed her daughter. Damelin explained:

“The ‘Invest in Peace’ event at Hampstead was

more support from Europe and America”. He

“The woman said by forgiving the killer, it was

deeply moving and very informative. It was

told how he wanted to enjoy watching a film

giving up the right of revenge.”

uplifting to come together with other faith

INVEST
IN
PEACE
PHIL ROSENBERG & ADRIENNE POWELL
“The loss of a child is the most devastating
thing a parent can suffer. When that loss
has come about not through natural means,
for example an illness, but through
conflict, the pain is infinitely greater.”
An Israeli (Robi Damelin) and Palestinian (Bassam Aramin) who have both lost
children to the ravages of conflict, addressed
an audience of more than 120 Jews, Christians
and Muslims earlier this month at Hampstead
Synagogue.
Robi Damelin and Bassam Aramin
may come from different sides of the divide,
but they are united in their grief, and hope to
prevent others from suffering in the same way.
Both have lost young children to
violence, and they are now part of The Parents’
Circle – Families Forum (PCFF), a joint Israeli-Palestinian group with more than 600
families who have lost a close member to the
conflict. Robi Damelin, lost her 28-year-old son
to a Palestinian sniper whilst Bassam Aramin’s
10-year-old daughter was killed by an Israeli
soldier.
Since their loss, they have rejected
hatred of each other. In May, Aramin and
Damelin spoke at Hampstead Synagogue,
during the first part of the ‘Invest in Peace’
series, jointly organised by the Board of
Deputies and Churches Together.
Aramin, who revealed that he had
served seven years in prison in Israel as
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about how Hitler had killed six million Jews.

Damelin said the PCFF goes into

communities to learn about a courageous

“But after a few minutes I was crying because

schools and youth groups in Israel and

initiative like the PCFF. The moral authority

I couldn’t believe people could be so inhuman

Palestine, as well as working with women’s

with which Bassam Aramin and Robi Damelin

towards each other,” he said. After prison, he

groups in the West Bank. It also runs a summer

spoke was striking. We pray that their pain and

still believed in the armed struggle and sought

camp for Palestinian and Israeli youngsters.

that of families like theirs will be transformed

justification for killing Israelis in the Koran but

Aramin added: “It’s our struggle to teach

as the peaceful future towards which they are

could not find any reference. He persuaded

freedom and democracy on both sides. We

working so hard begins to emerge”.

his son ‘’not to be a hero like me. He won’t

have this experience because we have already

throw stones. We need to change our ways to

paid the highest price.”

This is the first initiative
to bring together Christian and
Jewish communities in Britain
with the aim of lending support to
projects promoting peace between
Israelis and Palestinians. Hampstead

achieve our goal.” Aramin said: “It’s not written

Robi, whose son was killed by a Pales-

anywhere that we will kill each other forever.”

tinian sniper, said: “Losing David was impos-

Speaking of his late daughter, his third

sible for me but this is the best way I can

child of six, Aramin said: “She was only 10. She

commemorate my child, by educating.” She

was not a fighter and didn’t know about the

explained, “There must be a reconciliation

conflict. The ticket to join this organisation is

process. If not, there won’t be peace.”
Board of Deputies Vice-President Marie

Synagogue partnered with St Andrew’s United

Van der Zyl said: “While geopolitics shouldn’t

Reformed Church in Frognal to hear two

South African-born Robi Damelin came

define the relationship between Britain’s

bereaved parents – one Israeli and one Pales-

to Israel as a volunteer after the Six Day War

different religious groups, we often find faith

tinian – speak about their hopes for peace and

and stayed. After the death of her son, David,

communities at loggerheads on the Middle

reconciliation. The event was jointly opened

she went back to the land of her birth to find

East and taking stances which cause division

by Rabbi Dr Michael Harris and Reverend Hugh

out as much as she could about the country’s

between us. Invest in Peace presents an oppor-

Graham. A total of 300 people attended the

Truth and Reconciliation Commission, set up

tunity for Christian and Jewish communities to

three Invest in Peace events in May, including

after the fall of apartheid. “What we (PCFF)

export peace rather than importing the conflict

this one at Hampstead Synagogue, with over

believe is that in any future peace agreement, if

and the success of these events proves that this

£1200 raised for the PCFF. Members of these

ever there is a political agreement, there must

is the right path.”

synagogues and churches involved are now

very high and I don’t want to lose more family
to join this organisation.”

be a framework for a reconciliation process. If
not, there won’t be peace,” she said.

The Revd Peter Colwell, Deputy General

considering ideas for future joint events.

Secretary of Churches Together in Britain

Another series of Invest in Peace events is

and Ireland said: “With so much violence,

planned for November, in the North of England

hatred and suspicion in the world, there is a

and Scotland.
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Islamia School Visits
Hampstead Synagogue In 201 7

Interfaith
by tony ost r i n

I have always felt that in a number of respects

a dri e n n e pow e ll

the Jewish Community can be insular, but
when I was asked to be a representative on

At the first meeting the particular focus was
on terrorism and how this might affect those
who live in Camden. At the second meeting
the emphasis was on keeping people safe and
the importance of supporting ‘Inter Faith Week’
that commences on 13 November. One of the

matters relating to interfaith I had no hesiFollowing on from the successful

understanding of our faith contrasted against

school visit in 2016, Hampstead Shul had the

their own. The girls asked everything from how

unique opportunity of hosting two groups of

many times Jews pray each day to Shul opening

girls from the Islamia School this year.

hours, and what role women have within

Saddia Malik, the Religious Education

prayer, whether we have a day of judgement,

teacher asked if she could bring two classes of

what happens to our soul and whether we

30 students and their teachers to meet Rabbi

are obligated to pray three times a day. The

Michael Harris. We were delighted to have a

session ended with a stained glass window

chance to build on the visit of last year, and

trail around the building and refreshments.

sure enough, two classes of Muslim girls aged

Co-chair of the Synagogue Adrienne

13 to 14 toured our Shul for one and a half

Powell was supported by her colleagues

hours.

Madeleine Abramson and Tony Ostrin.
During their landmark visit, they

Madeleine commented: “I was just so impressed

met Rabbi Harris, who took them around the

by their amazing questions and the beautiful

Shul, showing them the Bimah, Ark and Torah

way they were able to share and explain their

scrolls. The girls used the day to ask many

own religious practices and observance.”

questions, probing the similarities and differences between our two faiths.

Islamia Girls’ School that they would like

Rabbi Harris spoke to the class of teens

to bring a small delegation of Hampstead

about a range of issues, from his role, to the

Synagogue members to visit the girls at their

function of the Synagogue and the importance

school so that they can present to us more

of Shabbat. After showing the girls around the

about their own beliefs and practices. The

Shul and explaining key elements of Judaism,

school thought a visit in the late autumn

he went to the ark and took out a scroll. He

would work so if anyone would like to join the

then leyned a short portion from the Torah to

Hampstead Synagogue group please email the

give a flavour of how we read in our services;

Synagogue office.

with the pupils walking around the scroll,

Adrienne has also enrolled on the

fascinated by the similarities of the script,

new Board of Deputies Outreach Ambassador

language and sounds, compared to their

Programme in September and is happy for

religious practices.

members to let the office know if other schools

The teens then asked Rabbi Harris
questions, to help them come to a better
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The Synagogue suggested to the

would like to visit our beautiful Synagogue.

tation in agreeing. In my new role, the first
meeting I attended was 'The Camden Cohesion
Monitoring Group’, and it is a diverse collection
of people representing a number of communities. This group had been formed by the
'Three Faiths Forum', which had been established by the Late Sir Sigmund Sternberg. It
comprises representatives from the three great
monotheistic faiths: Judaism, Christianity and
Islam, and encourages people, both faith and
non-faith who are living in Camden, to come
together to address issues of common concern
that threaten to weaken cohesion.
Camden Council has also recently created 'The
Camden Commission’ to help prioritise for the
next five years on interfaith work, and it has
invited groups and faith-based organisations
to put forward submissions on all aspects
of community life. The Monitoring Group
discussed issues and presented a submission to be included in the development of
Camden's cohesion plan and I can provide a
copy to anyone who would like to see it. The
Forum is undertaking good work and I have
recently attended an awards ceremony of
‘Parliamentors 2016-17’ at Portcullis House.
This marks a programme in which MPs have
been mentoring students from a variety of
ethnic backgrounds throughout the country. I
have also attended two meetings of Camden
Council’s own official Faith Leaders’ Forum

matters discussed was the Council’s adoption
of the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance’s definition of antisemitism.
Camden Council is clearly committed to
ensuring social cohesion within its area and
this includes our community at Hampstead
Synagogue. It is therefore equally important
that we at Hampstead support the Council in
all its endeavours. If you feel there are issues I
might put forward at future meetings of either
group please let me know.

when the discussions have been wide ranging.
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Helping the new london
synagogue asylum seekers
Drop-in centre programme

quality and second hand clothes are accepted,

adrienne powell & henry grunwald

items, may be dropped off at New London

but donors are asked to put them in clearly
labelled bags (men/women/kids).

One of Hampstead’s closest neighbours is

with sorting taking place on the Wednesday

Women’s leyning
of megillat esther

calling for our community’s help with its

evening at NLS. Clothing may only be dropped

programme to assist asylum seekers. New

off at New London Synagogue that week

by shana boltin

London Shul (NLS) in St Johns Wood have issued

(preceding the first Sunday of the month) from

a rallying call for assistance with donations of

Monday to Wednesday: 9.30am-12.30pm or to

clothing and food, to ease the burden on the

the sorting session. They request that bags are

Purim 2017 saw the return of what will

Hebrew (or singing) but prepping was easy to

most vulnerable in society.

not left outside the building, as this is a security

hopefully become a strong tradition in

work on. The best feeling was on Purim itself

risk. There is always a fun atmosphere at the

Hampstead Synagogue – the women’s leyning

because the atmosphere was super friendly,

sorting session and refreshments are provided.

(reading) of Megillat Esther. About thirty

happy and relaxed - it went so smoothly and

women gathered in the lower hall, to hear

everyone was really supportive of each other!”

Clothing and toiletries, including sanitary
Synagogue in the week preceding the Drop-In,

Launched in 2016, the NLS Asylum Seekers
Drop-In Centre programme was set up to
offer an ‘over-flow’ for the pre-existing North

If you prefer to volunteer, go along on the

the story of Esther, read by fourteen leyners

London Drop-In when it reached full capacity.

first Sunday afternoon of every month to the

(readers). Building on the strength of last

Beyond the costumes, the gifts to the poor, and

Archer Academy, Eagans Close, N2 8GA at 1pm

year’s reading, and with the encouragement

the food packages for friends and the festive

It has helped 150 asylum seekers each month

to set-up in advance of clients arriving at 2pm.

of Hampstead’s Scholar in Residence, Lindsay

meal, the story of Esther is a call to action.

in 2017, who have come from more than 60

They always finish by 5pm. Young volunteers

Simmonds, half of the ladies who leyned were

One of the turning points in the story is where

different countries, including DR Congo, China,

aged between 12 and 16 must be accompanied

new to the group this year, with some leyning

Mordechai convinces Esther to approach

Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Iran and Sudan.

by a parent.

for the very first time. Extra support came from

King Achashverosh to relay Haman’s plans.

Lindsey Taylor-Guthartz, and many used the

Mordechai reasons with Esther “And who

The centre, which is entirely volunteer-run and

The Drop-In, which caters for recent arrivals as

JOFA (Jewish Women Feminist Alliance) app to

knows, perhaps it is for this moment you came

donation-led, takes place on the first Sunday of

well as those who have been here from 2014 or

learn the words and the tune.

to this royal estate” (4:14). Esther is persuaded,

every month and offers practical and physical

earlier, does not support those who have been

help for asylum seekers, many of whom have

granted leave to remain, or migrants who have

Claudia Levine, one of this year’s leyners,

action and consciousness; and who knows,

risked their lives to escape torture, war and

never claimed asylum.

explained that she was so inspired by listening

perhaps it is for this situation, the here and

to others leyn Megillat Esther last year that she

now, that we were created. Every moment we

persecution. Arriving in the UK may be the
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and confronts the king. This phrase calls us to

end of one struggle for many, but having to

Miriam Futter, one of the organisers explained

wanted to give it a go herself. She went on to say

find ourselves in, every opportunity – we need

navigate a complex application process can be

that for many of their clients, vouchers make

that it was a wonderful experience to learn and

to take it, to be present and to be active.

troublesome and stressful in itself.

the difference between going without food for

leyn, especially with such a supportive group.

several days or being able to buy cheap, basic

Whilst some viewed it as a communal activity,

We look forward to reading Megillat Esther

The Drop-In offers services which are vital

nourishment. One of their clients said: "So

for Emily Theodore it was a personal challenge:

together again, in February 2018, and welcome

for asylum seekers’ well-being, such as food

many people count down the days until each

“I agreed to read from the Megillat Esther this

all women – those who have never read

and clothing, and also a place where they can

Drop-In so they can buy food again. The Drop-

year as a personal challenge, and it turned out

Hebrew, experts leyners, and all in between –

speak about the practical support they need.

In is the only project that is helping us in this

to be such a positive experience that I would

to join us!

With 30 volunteers at each Drop-In, all good

way".

definitely do it again. I’m not strong at reading
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Mitzvah Day

Feeding 3,000 Jews:
By Antony Ruback

at Hampstead Shul

This year, Hampstead’s Mitzvah Day campaign

gratefully received and proving to be most

was in aid of a local foodbank collection, with

helpful. Not only were we fundraising, but as

more than £1,000 worth of items donated by

some had no real awareness of Mitzvah Day,

the generous general public. Volunteers took

we were able to spread the word about the

to West End Lane’s local Tesco, asking for

day of Jewish social action. The response was

shoppers to purchase extra perishable food

fantastic and groceries quickly began to accu-

and other items, to help the most needy in

mulate on our table. Some people gave money

society.

and asked us to do the shopping for them - £70
was the single largest donation.

Throughout the day numerous synagogue
members passed by our collection stand

One notable response was from a young man

donating items and supporting our efforts,

who said he only had £20 on him and was

however special mention must be given to

going to Tesco to buy cigarettes, but he wished

Shirley Samuelson and Philip Ross whose

us luck. Upon leaving the store he donated

energy in making the event a success was

chocolate bars, exclaiming that he was

outstanding. The Brent Foodbank, run by

inspired to give his change to support a good

Trussell Trust, was this year’s chosen charity,

cause. After a busy few hours we loaded up

building on our relationship which stems from

my car with around £1,000 worth of donated

donations of chametz before Passover.

groceries that were delivered the following
day to the Foodbank. Located in Willesden,

The foodbank movement’s facilities are open

this facility is always busy. Staffed by volun-

to anybody of any faith who is in need of help.

teers, who prepare food for a steady stream

Their operations, volunteers and donors come

of visiting service users. They also offer hot

from all sections of society, and encapsulate

snacks and refreshments free-of-charge.

the values of Mitzvah Day. They offer volunteers
practical advice on organising a collection,

Witnessing the foodbank in operation and the

along with display materials and “shopping

commitment of the staff was sobering, and

lists” for items most needed by their benefi-

Michelle Lawrence - the foodbank manager

ciaries. This consisted mainly of non-perish-

was thankful for the Shul’s efforts. “We are so

able products like canned and packaged food,

grateful to Hampstead Synagogue for their

and in toiletries - such as toothpaste and tooth-

Mitzvah Day collection on our behalf. The

brushes, and sanitary products for women.

generosity of West Hampstead residents has
been amazing! We look forward to continuing

We were overwhelmed with generosity on a

our collaboration in the future.”

How Hard Can It Be?

By rachel harris

Explaining Limmud to non-Jewish colleagues

more), my friends and family thought I’d gone

is something of a running joke amongst partic-

mad. But, supported by my tireless Co-chair,

ipants. Putting what we do into layman’s terms

Alix Romain, our excellent and unflappable

can lead to all kinds of confusion, which in

caterers, Celia Clyne Banqueting, and a

some respects is a testament to the

dedicated steering group, we planned every-

conference’s uniqueness.

thing out. Every detail, from the layout of the
dining rooms to what type of eggs participants

Whether a simple: “I’m going to visit friends in

would have at breakfast needed to be decided.

Birmingham” or the more convoluted attempts

We ensured every allergy and diet was catered

to describe it as “a cross between Edinburgh

for, from vegans and coeliacs to baby food

Festival and Glastonbury… oh, and everyone

for our youngest participants, and we made

is Jewish”; explaining Limmud can put anyone

sure volunteers would be available to manage

in an awkward position. At last year’s confer-

queues to help participants, so that

ence, as my co-workers prepared for festive

everyone ate. Continued >

gatherings with turkey and brussel sprouts, my
Christmas break became even more complicated, when I took on my most ambitious
volunteering role yet: The Catering Co-Chair.
I’ve been involved in Limmud since 2011,
when I took a place on the ‘YAD’ (Young Adult
Development) scheme, serving breakfast to
young families and helping in the nursery.
I’ve also helped run the L’am programme,
assisting adults with learning disabilities, who
are supported by Norwood and Langdon, to
participate.
Catering was a new experience though. Amidst
the chaos - there are lots of hungry Jews.
3,000 to be exact. When I agreed to be responsible for feeding them three meals a day for a
week (plus teas, coffees, midnight snacks and

chilly autumn Sunday, with the shopping lists
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One-to-one
advisor support

Limmud has been described as ‘British Jewry’s
greatest export’. It’s the only conference where
you study Babylonian Talmud in the morning,
debate the latest Middle East saga in the
afternoon, learn to make sushi for dinner and
experience a DJ-ing rebbetzin, before the day

Networking
opportunities

The Resource to help
you back into work
Free support, learning and
opportunities to help you find
your feet in today’s job market

Over 10 different
seminars

june 1967

IT training
Mock interviews
and much more...

Maurice samuelson
Turns the clock back

is done. And, after you’ve finished arguing,
partying, socialising or anything in-between,
we made sure you have a meal.

In a Shabbat morning address to the shul on

conflict like that of June, 1967 was no easy task.

In spite of the fact I averaged about four hours

June 10th, former editor Maurice Samuelson

Although it lasted from Monday to Saturday,

sleep a night, managing Limmud’s catering was

looked back on how the explosive events of

my paper only had three days – Monday to

my proudest achievement. I wouldn’t change a

exactly 50 years earlier were covered in his

Wednesday - to do justice to it before it went

weekly magazine, the Jewish Observer and

to be printed, wrapped and posted to 10,000

Middle East Review. His remarks follow...

subscribers for Friday doorstep delivery. With

thing, and to anyone who has thought about
attending the conference, but has never quite
made it so far, please consider coming along.
You don’t have to go for the long haul. You can

Our services are all FREE, for more information
please visit: www.resource-centre.org
or call us on: 020 8346 4000
Registered in England Number 5211299 · Charity Registration Number 1106331
Funded by voluntary contributions and supported by Jewish Blind and Disabled

the help of a group of moonlighting BBC transFor me the interesting thing about this week’s

lators, we were also producing 3,000 French

Six Day War memories isn’t just that it’s the

language versions.

come for the day, and be part of a worldwide

50th anniversary but that, in the secular

network of over 40,000 participants from 84

calendar, it corresponds exactly to the same

communities across 44 countries.

days of the month back in 1967. So let’s turn

As a volunteer-led movement, Limmud does
need people to get involved, whether you can

WORLDWIDE AND ISRAEL
TRAVEL SPECIALIST

our watches back by 50 years. Metaphorically,
of course. This war began on a Monday and by
today, Saturday the 10th of June, it would be in

present a session, tidy chairs, or of course,

its final stages. With news moving at a super-

help out in the dinner queue. Everyone is

sonic speed, this coincidence helps sharpen

welcome, and you know you will also get a few

my memory.

great stories to tell your colleagues when you

Most competitive prices and
old fashioned personal service

Naomi Mendel

Tel: 0203 384 0564
Mobile: 07778 739342
Personal Travel Consultant
Naomi.mendel@hays-travel.co.uk
haystravel.co.uk/naomi-mendel
Naomi Mendel at Hays Travel
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On that Monday, I entered the office, and I
knew that the war which had been brewing for

go back to work in January.

C o n tac t c o n f 1 7-vo lu n t e e r s @
limmud.org to get involved!

"Here, i will revisit
the Dramatic stories
supplied to me..."

In the media, much of the present commemo-

the past three weeks, was now in full swing.

ration has offered only a historical perspective

Two and a half million Israelis were fighting

about the war. Here, I will revisit the dramatic

for their lives on all their borders. The biggest

stories supplied to me at the time, by the team

threat was in the south and on the Gaza Strip

of experienced Israeli reporters, such as Arie

where Egypt, a country of 40 million inhab-

Hauslich, Ephraim Lahav and Amos Ben-Vered,

itants, had concentrated an army of 100,000

in addition to specialists on Arab affairs, Iraqi-

troops. Not only Israel, but the whole Jewish

born Nissim Rejwan, Gideon Weigert and

world was in turmoil. The previous week’s

economics writer, Yohanan Ramati. Reporting

issue of our magazine had contained a

is one thing. Editing is another – and that was

two-page spread on the numbers of people

my job. To edit a weekly paper in the midst of a

Continued >
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"Reporting is one
thing. Editing is
another - and
that was my job."

Arie Hauslich. Here are two of his paragraphs:

from Bergen Belsen and blown on Mount Sinai

Wednesday morning: Shells are still falling in

in 1956. Grimy soldiers break down and cry.

Jewish Jerusalem, but all eyes are on the Old

For Rabbi Shaaryeshuv Cohen, deputy mayor

City. It can’t be long now. Around 10 a.m. the

of Jerusalem, the moment is particularly

massive walls are breached and the advancing

significant: he had been the last Jewish soldier

Israeli troops are joined by Chief Chaplain,

to leave the Old City in 1948 – on a stretcher

Brigadier Goren. Clutching a Torah scroll,

bound for a Jordanian prison. Now he was

raise their hands and swear “If I forget thee

of heeding Israeli premier Levi Eshkol’s appeal

he makes for the Wailing Wall and when he

back, praying at the Wailing Wall at the side of

O Jerusalem, may my right hand forget its

for Jordan to stay neutral. The climax of the war

reaches it recites the Shehechyanu prayer and

Chief Chaplain Goren.

cunning.” There were similar demonstrations

was clearly imminent and although pictures

trumpets triumphantly on a Shofar salvaged

around the world – 45,000 in New York, 10,000

often speak louder than words, I gave prece-

in Melbourne, Australia, 700 in Rome.

dence to words. I photographed the text of the

in Britain and abroad volunteering to join
Israel’s looming battle for survival militarily,
financially and even through blood donations.
Eleven days previously, 10,000 had come
to London’s Hyde Park where Dr Isaac Levy,
ex-minister of Hampstead and then director
of the Jewish National Fund, urged them to

first cable received from British United Press,
With Israel finally in a full-scale mobilisation,

at 10.47pm, Tuesday, 6th of June and put that

the tension was at fever pitch. On Monday, the

on the front page instead, announcing the

Albert Hall was packed to hear the Chief Rabbi,

capture of the Old City of Jerusalem, including

Dr Immanuel Jakobovits, speak grimly of

the holiest sites in Judaism, the Temple Mount

“another Holocaust in the martyred history of

and Western Wall.

our people. ”But it was not going to happen, he
added, “The hope of two millennia, and the toil

What immediately became the iconic photo

and sacrifice of two decades, is not now going

of the capture of the Old City appeared on

to be wiped out in two weeks or two months.”

our cover a week later. This time the picture

This confidence, contrasting with an apoca-

said it all. No words needed. That same issue

lyptic tone may have resulted from something

headlined the immediate human cost of the

he’d been told by the Israeli ambassador, next

war – 679 Israelis killed and 2,563 wounded,

to him. Namely, that Egypt had already been

255 of them with serious to medium wounds,

effectively knocked out with the destruction of

and the rest lightly wounded. Enemy casual-

390 aircraft and Nasser’s army was fleeing in

ties, missing, dead and injured, were far, far

disarray across the desert.

greater.

This wasn’t announced at the meeting, but

We reported that on the Wednesday of that

news was already going around the press tables

second week some 200,000 people were

and soon, news agencies were confirming

expected to pray at the Wall in the Old City. It

it. By Tuesday the 6th of June – the air forces

was Shavuot, one of the shalosh regalim – foot

of Jordan, Syria, Iraq and Lebanon had been

festivals – and this was the first such pilgrimage

wiped out, taking the grand total of Arab

in 19 years, since the fall of the Jewish quarter

aircraft losses to a 416. That evening, came the

in 1948.

first historic dispatches about the outcome of
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fighting in Jerusalem that ensued after King

We carried a detailed ring-side description of

Hussein’s decision to join Nasser’s war, instead

the war’s events as witnessed in Jerusalem by

Sport isn’t only about
winning medals
It’s
the

VICTORY

of the SPIRIT
Beit Halochem enabled Hanoch Budin to realise his dreams.
He is not only one of Israel’s war heroes, but also one of
Israel’s greatest sporting heroes. Your donation will vastly
improve the lives of veterans like Hanoch.
Beit Halochem is the only official organisation in Israel to
meet the needs of the 51,000 wounded soldiers.
Each of the four rehabilitation Centres offers its members a
wide range of physical, sporting, social and creative
activities as well as emotional support for them and their
families.
We urge you to visit one of our Centres and see the life
changing work being carried out daily.
Each donation will make a huge difference to the lives of the veterans.

£315
£630
£840
£1,000

Hydrotherapy Equipment
Bicycle for Riding Club
Table Tennis Table
Pilates Apparatus

Hanoch Budin

Beit Halochem Veteran and Elite Swimming Champion
With Eight Paralympic Medals

Tel: +44 20 8458 2455 Email: info@bhuk.org Web: www.bhuk.org
Registered Charity Number 1146950

BAR MITZVAh
				 boys

to dd bo o katz
n icky helf go tt
My Bar Mitzvah was very special to me. It
marked my place as an adult in the Jewish law.
I can now make a minyan and I will now have
to fast on Yom Kippur.
On Thursday the 17th of November 2016, the
day after my Hebrew birthday, I had my call-up
to the Torah at Hampstead Shul. I sung Rishon
and I put on the Tefillin that my grandparents
had bought for me as a Bar Mitzvah gift, for
the very first time. My family and close friends
came to support me despite the early hour
and it was a very intimate and meaningful
ceremony and kicked off the excitement for the
coming weekend.
The next day we had Friday night dinner to
celebrate my Bar Mitzvah. All of my family were
there and it was very moving to see people
who had come from far and wide to celebrate
this special occasion with me. November 19th,
2016, was my Bar Mitzvah day. Walking up to
the Bimah for the first time in our beautiful
Synagogue, alongside the angelic choir and
in front of all our guests and the congregation
was daunting to say the least but I sang the best
I could. I felt overwhelmed after I had finished
with all the Mazel Tovs and Shekoyachs!
I would like to thank Rabbi Michael Harris for
his thoughtful sermon and his kind comments
about me. I really enjoyed the two sessions
I had with him and my dad preparing my
Dvar Torah on Parsha Vayera. My Bar Mitzvah
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weekend was one I will never forget and in 70
years time, I hope I’ll be able to have another
one back in Hampstead Shul.

My Bar Mitzvah at Hampstead Shul was on

Saturday 25th February 2017. A few months
before I visited the shul to do a practice read

Tony Ostrin who greeted me and my Hebrew

li am fr e y

teacher to go through my reading. I imme-

My name is Liam Gilad Frey and my Bar Mitzvah

diately felt at home, although it did feel a bit

was on 11th March 2017. It was magical! Rabbi

funny with no one around except my dad

Harris, my teacher Jude Colman, Chazzan

standing next to me and my mum sitting

Shlomo Gerzi, Candice Janet, Tony Ostrin,

upstairs to make sure she could hear me!

Lawrence Lederman and his choir and

through and was met by a lovely man called

everyone else at Hampstead Synagogue were
I also met Tony again a week before my Bar

so helpful, made me feel very welcome and

Mitzvah to do a reading from the Torah. I then

made my Bar Mitzvah so special. Rabbi Harris

went to Rabbi Harris’s house to have a chat

taught me how to put on my Tefillin and Tallit

with him. He was really funny and helped

and spent time to get to know me and my

teach me how to put on my Tefillin. He also

family.

gave me some good advice about my big day
and made me feel very much at ease.

On my big day, I was slightly nervous at first
as the Synagogue was full with my family and

On the day of my Bar Mitzvah, although very

friends from Israel, America, Belgium, France,

nervous, I had a great time and really enjoyed

England and the Hampstead Synagogue

the moment. My friends and family also really

congregation who came to celebrate my Bar

enjoyed the kiddush afterwards especially the

Mitzvah. Also, my Parasha Tetzaveh was very

lovely cholent and cakes we all had! Thank you

long, but as I had practised a lot at home

to all at Hampstead Synagogue.

and in the Synagogue, I felt confident within
moments. The Chazzan and choir sang beautifully making the service exceptional.
The Synagogue kindly included my family
and friends in the service which made all our
guests feel part of my simcha. Leo, my six
year old brother sang Anim Zemirot outstandingly and we were all extremely proud of him.
Rabbi Harris made a delightful speech which
captivated everyone. Following the service, a
delicious and beautiful kiddush was served.
I am very grateful to everyone at Hampstead
Synagogue for making my Bar Mitzvah
unforgettable.

r afi noh r
My Bar Mitzvah in Israel was the most amazing
experience of my life. I had my Bar Mitzvah
on top of Masada in an ancient Synagogue.
All my family and lots of friends were there.
It’s very special to have your Bar Mitzvah in
Israel and I’m very glad I had it there. I’m also
very thankful that I came back the next week
and did my second portion in Hampstead
Synagogue (Dennington Park Road) with
my family, friends and to celebrate with my
community. All the hard work I put into
learning two parashot definitely paid off.
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sabina miller

daniel taub

In conversation with tony ostrin

At isaiah berlin lecture 2017
On 13 July 2017 we were delighted to welcome

conversation between Samuel Montagu who

Sabina is one of Hampstead Synagogue’s senior

how she visited schools in the North West

Daniel Taub, former Ambassador of the State of

viewed the Jewish people as a religion rather

members and said she had joined as this was

London area telling them her story about the

Israel to the Court of St James's, to deliver the

than a nation state and his wife Felicia who

the ‘obvious choice’ when she and her husband

dreadful time she and her family experienced

prestigious Isaiah Berlin Lecture for this year.

replied to him but you consider yourself a Jew

moved to West Hampstead. She emphasised

in Poland.

He did so with humour, and great erudition.

and yet you are not religious.

how “the English people had been wonderful
to her and she loved living in London”.

The hall was packed with well over 250 people.
In 2015, to mark her ‘Holocaust Awareness

Adding a sense of history to the occasion

The potential for everyone one of us no matter

Work in London’, she was given the Freedom

amongst those present were the current Lord

how old or young, to play a part in that story.

Born in Warsaw 96 years ago, she made her way

of the City of London and said how thrilled she

Balfour, great-great nephew of Arthur Balfour,

to Germany when her parents disappeared,

was to have received this honour.

Lord Kestenbaum, Chair of the Balfour 100

The role that innovation and technology have

committee, and Lord Turnberg who initiated

had all along the way. Daniel spoke of how

the recent Balfour debate in the House of Lords.

Chaim Weizmann had managed to persuade

and finally arrived in the UK. She found work in
a factory where they manufactured garments.

I asked about her family and she proudly

She met her husband who was in the clothing

showed me photograph albums. One was of

industry and told me of the help she gave him

her daughter’s wedding and the other was

Daniel currently works as Director of Strategy

Zionist cause when he avssisted the British War

in his business.

filled with family photographs. She spoke

for the Yad Hanadiv (Rothschild) Foundation

effort through the development of Acetone.

fondly of her family and is appreciative of the

and with his access to the Rothschild archives

Walking into Sabina Miller’s home I saw a

support they give her. Her favourite pastime

he was able to share some behind the scenes

Fifthly, history is not carved in stone but it is

display of photographs and certificates. Sabina

is playing bridge and she is anxious to keep

insights about the intriguing background to

written in pencil, and it's left to us to ink it in.

with Daniel Taub, another with David Cameron

playing because it keeps her mind active.

the Declaration even mentioning how Lord

together with acknowledgements of her work

Lloyd George to be more favourable to the

Rothschild had sought to purchase the Wailing

Daniel concluded by sharing his view that

When I was leaving her house, I noticed a

Wall for 700,000 Francs. He drew on a range of

history is not carved in stone, but that it

cushion with the words - ‘Born to play bridge’.

diplomatic and literary sources including from

remained open to us to shape and influence

On her dining room table I saw a certificate

I thoroughly enjoyed meeting Sabina; a

George Bernard Shaw, John Buchan, James

it. He explained that The Balfour Declara-

from the Bushey Jewish community. She told

wonderful woman who has achieved much for

Joyce's Ulysees, George Eliot's Daniel Deronda

tion was precisely that, - a declaration, not

me that it had been presented to her, after she

our community.

and Hava Nagila having been written for the

a binding document. As Lord Balfour himself

Declaration.

said: “it didn't give a land. It gave an opportu-

with the Jewish community.

had spoken to them, in recognition of the work
she had done relative to the Shoah. Displayed

nity. However we were blessed to have had a

in the Hall is a copy of an article from the

In the course of the lecture five main lessons

leadership who knew how to seize this historic

Guardian, dated 21st January 2010. The heading

were cited as having relevance for us today:

moment.”

of which reads: “We ran because we heard the

The positive power of a vision whose time has

ghettos were being liquidated and that lorries

come. Daniel referred to the thought amongst

Our very great thanks to Daniel Taub for a

were coming for the Jews”. She spoke about

some that it felt like the start of the messianic

superb address and as always to Zaki Cooper

era, the beginning of history.

and Peter Halban for all their dedication and
excellent work to make this happen. And
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The negative power of internal splits to

finally, thanks to Candice and the Hampstead

frustrate that vision. Daniel mentioned the

Team for taking care of bookings, advertising

different attitudes amongst Anglo-Jewry at the

and organisation on the night.

time. He referred to an amusing and poignant
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The unorthodox
beginnings Of
hampstead synagogue
carmel du parc braham
Hampstead Synagogue’s history is fascinating

would support it. They included: the scholar

and unique. The archives of the Shul are

Israel Abrahams; Herbert Bentwich, one of

currently in the safe hands of the London

the first followers of Theodore Herzl; Asher I.

Metropolitan Archive, being restored to their

Myers, editor of the Jewish Chronicle; Rabbi

former glory. This has been done with the

Soloman Schechter, an influential scholar

intention to preserve as well as display the

and Zionist; Soloman J. Soloman, an artist

history of our Synagogue.

married to a suffragette; Lucien Wolf, a popular
journalist who wrote under the pseudonym

Begun by a small and idealistic band of uncon-

“Diplomaticus”; and Israel Zangwill, a writer

ventional Jews, the movement to establish the

nicknamed “Dickens of the Ghetto”, to name

Hampstead Synagogue became a focus for those

only a few. Many of these men were part of a

who wished to tread the line between United

group known as “The Wanderers” who were

and Reform tradition. These men were defined

led by Rabbi Soloman Schechter. Their main

by their religious restlessness. They set out not

aim was to make Judaism a “living force”.

only to create a building for the increasing
Jewish community in the surrounding area, but

At the time of the Shul’s formation in the

within it a movement which would fulfil what

1890s, most of the original members lived in

they felt was lacking in nineteenth century

Kilburn, St John’s Wood and West Hampstead,

Anglo-Jewry. Increasingly impatient with the

although some came from further afield in

red tape of Judaism, the original founders

other districts of North West London. Many

hoped that the creation of Hampstead would

Jewish families lived in large numbers in the

bring about a revival of Jewish influences.

immediate vicinity of the Shul, particularly
in the roads off West End Lane. Increased
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The 1880s saw many notable Jewish figures

Jewish migration to West Hampstead,

in the field of art and culture living in and

paired with considerable agitation seeking

around West Hampstead. These men and

a more progressive approach to worship,

their open-minded approach to Judaism

motivated this group of influential men to set

played an important part in the establishment

about creating the Hampstead Synagogue.

of the Synagogue and the ideology that

It all began with a letter to the Jewish Chronicle

in May 1889 written by Herbert Bentwich, a

Hampstead Town Hall from 1890 and then

lawyer who lived in Abbey Road and attended

Kilburn Town Hall until 1893. Meanwhile,

St John’s Wood Shul. In his letter he invited

the conservative members of the original

support for the “Hampstead Movement” and

committee made peace with the Chief Rabbi,

made clear his intention to establish a new

compromised over their demands and started

community. Soon a meeting was held in West

seeking out a site for the new building…

Hampstead Town Hall in Broadhurst Gardens
and a provisional committee was formed. Their

For the next steps in the Shul’s creation and

main aim was; “to launch a movement which

beyond, take a look at the historical display in the

would be somewhere between Orthodoxy and

vestibule and the timeline in this magazine.

Reform”.
They made a list of changes to customs and
services including reading a small part of
the service in English, no repetition of the
Amidah, 10 Commandments to be read every
Shabbat and for two services to be held on
Shabbat, with one at 8.30am and one at 11am.
The list of changes expanded and contracted
over much heated debate, culminating in a
vote on 17th July 1889 over whether to unite
with the Reform Synagogue. The committee
conclusively decided against doing so, with
nine voting against and only five members for.
Therefore, the synagogue was placed under
the supervision of the Chief Rabbi, and the
Jewish Chronicle at the time reported that: “The
programme [of the Hampstead Synagogue]
partakes of the character of a declaration of
orthodoxy and a protest against reform.”
The Chief Rabbi, unsurprisingly, refused
to agree to the drastic proposed changes
to the Shabbat services. In protest half the
committee walked out. Before a brick had
been laid, Hampstead Synagogue’s future was
in dire jeopardy. The resolutely radical of the
committee set up their own services in West

My wife Marian and I and our children settled

Bermant, who came to the Shul occasionally,

into 13 Fawley Road and later 533 Finchley Road.

did approve of what he called my “felicities of

All those years ago

We often meandered up to the Heath and on

expression” and thought that Hampstead had

sunny weekend afternoons would go as far as

the best Shabbat service in London.

raymond apple

aunt and uncle lived in Church Mount. Our

The first time we visited Hampstead after

children enjoyed their outings to the local

leaving for Australia they thought they could

parks. When we drove them to North West

catch me out with Hebrew names. Stanley

London Jewish Day School we would cross the

Kershaw, the then beadle, threw the question

railway line and little voices piped up, “Hello

at me, “What is Toddy Simons’ Hebrew name?”

train, bye-bye train!” We and our children

Fortunately I knew the answer. Toddy too (real

made friends with many locals, especially the

name Hyman A. Simons) was a dear friend.

Goldschmidt family of Westbere Road.

Old-timers will remember his regular letters

As a Jews’ College student I often helped out

Hampstead was a place of arrival, one of the

with the Torah reading at the historic Bayswater

community’s most prestigious pulpits. Our

Synagogue and when the Bayswater minister,

congregation knew how to behave in Shul and

Rev. Sidney Gold, moved to Birmingham I was

outside (Chaim Bermant wrote in the Jewish

appointed to his pulpit. Later I applied for the

Chronicle that in places like Hampstead the

vacancy at Hampstead that arose when Rev.

minister spoke grammatical English and the

Dr. Isaac Levy became director of the JNF and

congregants didn’t spit on the floor). The

I found myself in 1965 the chosen candidate.

minister was presumed to have the makings
and manners of an English gentleman. I was

In Melbourne, Australia, where my family

so English that I wore striped trousers, black

lived, my father happened to meet Minnie

jacket and a bowler hat on Shabbat. I even had

Sheink, Chief Rabbi Israel Brodie’s sister.

a clerical collar but abandoned it after a while

They discussed Hampstead – and me. My

in favour of a white shirt and black tie. Maybe

father wrote, “She congratulated me on your

my Englishness is why Chief Rabbi Jakobovits

appointment to Hampstead and said, ‘I’m

sent me to represent him at places as august as

sure he didn’t get the job because of his good

the Mansion House.

looks!’” l’m not certain how she knew about
Hampstead, maybe from the Jewish Chronicle

The Hampstead service was Minhag Anglia

or perhaps from her brother. The wits said

(“the English usage”) at its height. Singer’s

something about an apple getting a plum job,

siddur ruled, with the Routledge machzor

though no one else made any comment about

(festival prayer book) and the musical “blue

my looks. Actually Mrs. Sheink could have said

book”. At that stage Hampstead and a number

something about my voice – not my speaking

of other London synagogues had mixed choirs,

voice, which my wife says was what attracted

though now all have gone. Apart from a few

me to her, but my non-existent musical ability.

more Orthodox congregants, Hampstead loved

Neither Hampstead nor any other Shul thought

its choir, though a certain male member used

much of me as a Chazzan, though I believe I

to say, “When I hear the female soloist in the

was a relatively harmonious ba’al kriah (Torah

choir it sends shivers down my back!’’

reader).
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Hampstead Garden Suburb, where Marian’s

in the JC; I recall how he used a green typeMy colleague Rev. Charles Lowy was a remark-

writer ribbon. Toddy encouraged me as a

able Chazzan. His urbanity and harmony

budding historian (I had written a history of

were severely tested during the Holocaust.

Hampstead) but the United Synagogue would

Somehow he emerged from the horrible years

not give me leave of absence in order to write

with his faith and sense of humour intact and

its history.

years later his daughter and son published his
often whimsical stories in a book which they

In late 1972 I moved back to Australia as senior

titled “In and Out of Harmony: Tales of a Cantor

rabbi of the Great Synagogue, Sydney, and

in the Hitler Era”.

held that position for 32 years. At one stage
when there was a vacancy at Hampstead, an

The Shul office was manned by Phineas May,

honorary officer who was visiting Australia

the United Synagogue’s most talented admin-

asked if I would like the job back but I declined.

istrator (and its resident caricaturist), helped

All these decades later, our seven and a half

by Julius Bernstein, who came back to duty

years at Hampstead remain amongst Marian’s

as beadle so often that they called him “the

and my choicest memories.

retiring Mr. Bernstein”. Charles and Magda
Lowy and Phineas and Vivienne May were
really dear friends. When Vivienne compiled

Rev dr norman gale

a cookery book she even got me to write the

(1988-95)

Foreword. My predecessor, Dr. Levy, occupied

Rev Dr. Norman Gale & Goldie

Seat No 1 and I suspected (though he never told

send their best wishes to the

me so himself) that he didn’t always approve

Hampstead community for its

of my sermons even though he had been my

continued success.

homiletics teacher at Jews’ College. Chaim

MEET THE WANDERERS

RECOLLECTIONS OF HAMPSTEAD

The people who helped establish our Shul

Germany. Montefiore yearned to have the

were a group of friends who lived in the

knowledge of - but did not want to be - a rabbi.

Rabbi Dr Norman Solomon led Hampstead

Synagogue laid down a rule that women may

Jewish Bohemia of Kilburn during the 1880s.

As a member of the wealthy Anglo-Jewish aris-

Synagogue between 1974-1983. Here, he looks

be elected to Boards of Management, but

It was their peripatetic behaviour and the fact

tocracy he could afford the best teacher. His

back at his time, reflecting on happy family

couldn’t serve on committees dealing with

that they could discuss matters as the spirit

nominally Orthodox father was lay leader of the

memories, implementing change, ‘shokeling’

religious matters. Hampstead duly elected

moved them that they became known as the

Orthodox Sephardi community but his mother,

and hypnosis, and reasons for moving on.

the late Lillie Davis as chair of the Services

Wanderers or the Wandering Jews.

a member of the Reform Synagogue, provided

Gabriel Herman

the children with their Jewish upbringing. In
1891, Montefiore delivered the Hibbert Lectures
at Oxford University which led to the Jewish
Religious Union and ultimately Liberal Judaism
to the dismay of Schechter who saw it as a form
solomon
schechter

herbert
bentwich

solomon
solomons

of Christianity. Herbert Bentwich married
Susanna Solomon in 1881 and set up home in
Abbey Road a few doors away from the first St.

Norman Bentwich places Solomon Schechter at

John’s Wood Synagogue. They moved to bigger

the centre of the group. Their first meeting had

premises at 58 Avenue Road - now the official

been at his home in Gascony Avenue, Kilburn

residency of the Israeli Ambassador. The house

and when he left for Cambridge University, the

was a place of entertainment and debates

meetings without him soon came to an end.

promoting Zionism. Herzl was an occasional

However another contender for the crown is

visitor. It was also a meeting place of The

Asher Myers. David Cesarani believes the group

Wanderers when Herbert was host.

‘met regularly at the homes of Schechter and
Myers, where they discussed Jewish issues

On Shabbat the children tutored in musical

amidst a haze of cigar and cigarette smoke.’ A.

instruments were not allowed to practice or

A. Green (our first minister) would later recall

perform. This perhaps explains why Bentwich

that Myers skilfully ‘managed the community

was adamantly against the use of an organ at

without it knowing that it was being managed.’

Shabbat services – a decision that was crucial
in aligning us with Orthodoxy rather than

Schechter spoke Yiddish natively but his schol-

becoming a branch of the Reform Synagogue.

arship and outlook were thoroughly modern;

Since 1892, Hampstead Synagogue has fought

his friends were the leading luminaries of

fundamentalism and worked hard to remain

Cambridge. Schechter was a rare combination

slightly anti-establishment. This is probably no

of Rumanian Hasidism, Viennese Wissenschaft

surprise now we’ve met some of our Bohemian

des Judentums and British crispness of style.

forebears. They would be very proud and cheer

He was arguably the greatest rabbinic teacher

us towards our next 125 years.

of his generation and Claude Goldsmid
Montefiore had brought him to England from
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Rabbi Dr. Norman Solomon

Committee. I wasn’t formally consulted on the
My late wife, Devora and I had many friends in

issue, but I think my favourable opinion was

the congregation. With supportive lay leader-

well-known.

ship and a gifted, amiable and witty Chazzan,
the Rev. Charles Lowy, Hampstead offered the

Personally, we had a growing family, and

freedom experiment. It was very much trial

my three sons still rather resent having been

and error at times, with some changes proving

dragooned as ‘minyan boys’ for daily morning

revolutionary, and others… not so.

services. They had – and still have – rather
different characters. For example, each chose

One of the more successful instances of trying

his own place to sit in Shul for the Shabbat

something new, was the ‘alternative service’

service. Indeed, once I was approached by a

I introduced on Shabbat mornings for young

worried elder member: “We appointed a rabbi

people. This has been followed and reinvented

to tell us what minhag to follow. But when I

in several United Synagogue congregations.

asked [one of the boys] why they didn’t all sit

More contentious innovations I can recall,

together’’, he told me, “Because we each have a

include the time we relayed a soundtrack of

different minhag!”

Schoenberg’s ‘A Survivor from Warsaw’ through
the main synagogue on Tisha B’Av, and on

Another son picked up the habit of shokeling

Rosh Hashanah, when I instituted a period

(swaying in prayer), and was asked by a

of meditation before each section of Musaf

congregant if he was trying to hypnotise him.

Amidah. I also helped institute greater debate

I had to explain to my son, that this member

and discussion, with ‘further education’, where

was actually a distinguished physician. He was

we welcomed scholars, rabbis, writers and

President of the Society of Medical Hypnotists,

others, to address the congregation, including

so had a legitimate interest in the matter! One

more progressive voices. It was a different time

of our happiest family memories from that time

though, and there weren’t howls of protest

is the annual Chanukah celebration, at which

from the Orthodox establishment, as there

my wife (a violinist) and I, together with some

may be today.

of our children and members of the congregation, would give a concert of classical music. I

It may have been more tolerant, but we weren’t

still have the tapes. Children left home. I was

allowed to do as we pleased. I recall the United

called to pastures new.

Gabriel is the new chairman of the Jewish Historical Society
of England and has a Masters in Jewish History and Culture.

1 Bentwich, Norman, ‘The Wanderers and Other Jewish Scholars of My Youth’, Transactions (Jewish Historical Society of England), vol. 20, (1959-61), pp53-58
² Ibid., pp53-58
3 Cesarani, David, The Jewish Chronicle and Anglo-Jewry, 1841-1991, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), p90
4 Ibid., p95
5 Sarna, Jonathan D., American Judaism: A History, (United States: Yale University, 2004), p188
6 Rosenthal, Gilbert S., ‘The Clash of Modern Ideologies of Judaism’, in Raphael Jospe, Great Schisms in Jewish History (New York: University of Denver / KTAV
Publishing House, 1981), p214
⁷ Bermant, Chaim, The Cousinhood: The Anglo-Jewish Gentry, (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1971), pp314-316
8 Raviv, Hana, A House of Memories, (Great Britain: Vallentine Mitchell, 1998), pp10-17
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1892

·

Hampstead Synagogue opens!

· Minister : Rev. A.A. Green

ha mp stead timel in e

· chazan : Rev. S. Manné

1890s

· Minister : Rev. A.A. Green

· New community centre, classrooms and Eli Chinn Hall open

· Extra seating added

· 75th Anniversary of Hampstead Shul marked with publication of

· Classroom extension built

1900s

· Minister : Rev. A.A. Green
· chazan : Rev. Wolf Stoloff
· Trial for two-hour service fails
· Synagogue extension completed

1910s
1920s

· Minister : Rev. A.A. Green

1970s
1980s

· Ministers : Rabbi Dr. Norman Solomon, Rabbi Saul Aronov
and Rev. Dr. Norman Gale.
· chazan : Rev. Stanley Brickman

· Foundation stone laid for new classrooms

· Mixed choir disbanded

Study of Jewish-Christian Relations in Birmingham
· West Hampstead Alternative Minyan forms

· New alabaster and marble Ark and Bimah

1990s

· chazan : Rev. Gershon Boyers

2000s

· Minister : Rabbi Dr. Michael Harris
· chazan : Rabbi Shlomo Gerzi
· West Hampstead Alternative Minyan closes.

· Temporary Ministers : Rev. S. Clayman & Rev. Morris Nemeth.

· Isaiah Berlin memorial lectures are launched

· chazan : Rev. Gershon Boyers

· "St. John's Wood & Hampstead Regional Centre"
combined Cheder school formed

· Most activities and Hebrew classes suspended

· First website launched

· 50th anniversary service conducted by Dayan Gollop and

· Building restoration begins; services held in Eli Chinn Hall

attended by Mayor and Mayoress of Hampstead.

· 1920s extension sold to help finance works

· Synagogue is damaged in an air raid; services are held in the
Samuel Moses Hall.

· Minister : Rabbi Dr. Michael Harris
· chazan : Rev. Stanley Brickman
· Memorial service for Sir Isaiah Berlin held at Hampstead

· Minister : Dayan Mark Gollop

· Dayan Mark Gollop is called up to forces

2010 —

· Minister : Rev. Dr Isaac Levy

· Minister : Rabbi Dr. Michael Harris
· chazan : Rabbi Shlomo Gerzi
· First woman vice-chair / co-chair appointed.

· chazan : Rev. Gershon Boyers

· Chairman Michael Haringman awarded by US with

· Cultural and literary activities start again.

President's Award 2012 “for outstanding services"

· Ladies Guild invited to Board meetings.

· The central bimah is used for the first time.

· Israeli pronunciation adopted for services

· Hampstead hosts the Selichot service marking the final moments of

· Hampstead Synagogue member Leonard Gance is issued

Rabbi Lord Sacks’ Chief Rabbinate.

Israeli Passport No. 00001 in order to undertake a diplomatic

1950s

· chazan : Rev. Charles Lowy

· Rabbi Dr. Norman Solomon becomes Director of the Centre for the

· Junior Synagogue & Samuel Moses Hall open.

1945-9

· Minister : Rabbi Dr. Norman Solomon

· Cohanim to duchan on festivals rejected

· Women allowed to attend general meetings

wwii

comprehensive history written by Rabbi Apple

· chazan : Rev. Wolf Stoloff

· Youth service introduced

1930s

· Minister : Rabbi Raymond Apple
· chazan : Rev. Charles Lowy
· Israeli pronounciation re-adopted for services

· chazan : Rev. Wolf Stoloff

mission in the USA on behalf of the Jewish State.

· Scholar-in-Residence Programme implemented, with Dina Brawer,

· Minister : Rev. Dr Isaac Levy

· Twitter feed starts

Lindsay Simmonds and Danielle Gedalla as the first three appointees.
· First women's megillah reading held for Purim and Shavuot

· chazan : Rev. Charles Lowy

· Eshet Chayil honored at Simchat Torah

· Mary Wollman is the first woman to vote at Hampstead
· Israeli pronunciation dropped for services
· First duchaning in Hampstead takes place on Rosh Hashanah
after the Chief Rabbi rules in favour
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1960s

· Baby Blessing Ceremony introduced

2017

Hampstead celebrates 125 years!
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Looking back

may 2016 - may 2017

					michael helfgott
I want to start by thinking for a moment about

We are well placed to go forward under the

the future before reflecting on the past year.

leadership of Rabbi Harris and Rabbi Gerzi
and we will work even more closely with the

In former Chief Rabbi Sacks’ Covenant and

United Synagogue on our building plans and

Conversation for the Parasha of Tsav he wrote:

wider strategy whilst at the same time continue

"Surely there is a lesson here for the

to influence the United Synagogue in a positive

Jewish people today: Plan genera-

manner on a range of important issues.

tions ahead. Think at least 25 years

best wishes
From the meller family

into the future. Contemplate worst

There have been many good things over

case scenarios. Ask what we would

the last year at Hampstead. Two particular

do, if…What saved the Jewish people

Shabbatot standout for me. Both Bar Mitzvahs.

was their ability, despite their deep

Last November we combined Nicky Helfgott's

and abiding faith, never to let go of

Bar Mitzvah with an AJEX Service in the Shul

rational thought, and despite the

itself. And more recently we enjoyed the Rafi

loyalty to the past, to keep planning

Nohr Bar Mitzvah followed by a talk from

for the future."

the most remarkable Hanoch Budin of Beit
Halochem UK. These inspirational mornings

I really do think these are very good words of

incorporated all age groups and were very

advice and there is something in here for us at

much about our future whilst at the same time

Hampstead, the United Synagogue and all of

remembering the past.

Anglo-Jewry.
Lindsay Simmonds has proved to be an
We at Hampstead are this year celebrating our

outstanding educator and I thank Rabbi and

125th anniversary. It is a monumental achieve-

Judith Harris for taking the time to develop

ment and one that we can be rightly proud

the important women's Scholar in Residence

of. We have a superb community made up of

programme.

special people whose welfare, spiritual, social
and other needs must continue to be looked

In November of last year we had a packed

after and are of paramount importance. At

out Eli Chinn hall for the 14th Isaiah Berlin

the same time however, we cannot ignore

lecture from deputy editor of the Times Danny

the changes going on within and outside of

Finkelstein who spoke on the subject: “Does

the Jewish world and that younger genera-

History have an arrow and if so which way is it

tions do things differently. It is our continuing

pointing?” It was a wonderful evening.

challenge, and I believe that of the United
Synagogue, to adapt and show the necessary

There have been many superb pre-and post

flexibility in order to cater for the needs of a

Kiddush talks organised by Tony Ostrin,

wide cross-section of Jewish people so that

Shabbat lunches organised by Joy Gerzi,

we include and remain attractive to all ages

Continued >

and levels of religious observance without
genuinely compromising Halacha.
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frequent meetings of the book club and for the

on the Kitchener camp, a klezmer concert,

Percy Meller was an Honorary Officer of great standing. Percy was in many ways the father of the

first time a Pesach ramble organised by Susan

as well the weekday minyan with Tony

Shul. A true pillar of the community. A friend to me and a great supporter of the Shul. I never felt

Reizenstein. Tony Ostrin organised a klezmer

Tigner-Orchudesch. We will miss Tony as an

the service properly started until Percy walked in, I enjoyed his humour, admired his determina-

band to come all the way from Liverpool to

HO with his enthusiasm, drive, determination,

tion to be in Synagogue each week and was inspired by his love of Hampstead Shul.

perform in front of a packed out hall.

energy and great sense of fun but he has
promised to keep supporting us in all we do.

Our Community Manager Candice is increas-

Jo Gollow was always supportive both financially to the Shul and with words of encouragement
to me. He did so in a quiet way so that very few people would know. Jo was a kind man and highly

ingly using the technology available from Head

Madeleine Abramson remains as our financial

respected. Our oldest member Muriel Froomberg passed away at the age of 108 years old. She

Office to assist her whilst keeping a personal

representative for another year. She is involved

was steeped in history of Hampstead, her late father Leopold Lazarus having been an Honorary

friendly touch and becoming more involved in

in so many aspects of running the shul and

Officer in 1944. These people and others like them are irreplaceable but it is our job to work out

the organisation of the Shul's events. She has

takes on a great deal of responsibility. She

a plan and strategy so that over the next 25 years in honour and a tribute to them, we find a way

been ably assisted by volunteers, including

is also a font of wisdom and is constantly in

of building a more vibrant, diverse and outward looking community.

Beverly Ostrin who has done so much in

demand for advice.

relation to the Isaiah Berlin Lecture and
Hampstead Ahead, by Jenny Ziff and by Sharon

Together over the last two years we formed,

Theodore. I am delighted for Sharon that she

with Adrienne Powell as Co-chair, what I

has just made Aliyah but it is a big loss for us.

thought was a formidable team. More than
that it was a pleasure to work with people of

hampstead is
off to israel!

by the Kotel; meeting the British Ambassador
David Quarrey; visiting the Mossad Centre
and meeting former Mossad Agents, visiting a
Shofar factory; enjoying Shabbat meals with

David du Parc Braham and Tony Ostrin are

the highest calibre and for whom I have the

stepping down as Wardens. David has been

greatest respect. I believe that our community

a Warden for the last two years. During this

have been fortunate to have been represented

time he has made an indelible mark both on

by such dedicated and special individuals who

With this magazine you will find a US flyer

Shul services with his methodical manner

know how to operate as a team.

advertising a trip to Israel. The trip will be for

and behind the scenes where his strategic

3 - 7 may 2018

guest speakers, plus so much more. We can
also organise trips if there is a demand for

4 nights, from Thursday 3rd May - Monday 7th

Hampstead Shul proposes that we join this

and organisational expertise came to the

Michael Selby and Tony Tigner-Orchudesch

May (Bank holiday Monday) 2018. The US are

trip and add on two further days staying at the

fore including the complete reworking of our

have kept us secure with hours of work organ-

offering a choice of a 3* hotel (£395.00)

Kibbutz and Yeshivah Ma'ale Gilboa, located on

website, and the weekly emails. David's family

ising and liaising with the CST and the Police.

http://deborah.telaviv-hotels-il.com/en/

4*

the summit of Mount Gilboa, on the northeast

link to Hampstead goes back right to the

We thank them for all they continue to do and

Hotel (£575.00)

http://grand-beach-

end of the ridge of the Samarian hills in Israel,

beginning and it is my great hope that one day

to all our volunteers who help them with this.

tel-aviv.telaviv-hotels-il.com/en/ 5*
(£875.00)

David will return as our Chair.

Hotel

http://www.carlton.co.il/en

near Beit She’an. We can stay at the Kibbutz
hotel, which is fairly basic and not expensive.
Rabbi Harris will develop a programme of

Our Welfare is taken care of by the indefatiTony Ostrin has served as Warden for over four

gable Nina and William Geller with support

Prices are inclusive of Half Board, excluding

visits and tiyulim (walks) to local biblical

years. I had the privilege to work with him

from Marguerite Brodtman. Thank you to them

flights, and are based on two people sharing a

and religious sites with some study sessions

throughout the whole of that period. Tony is

but they need more assistance.

double or a twin room. Other types of rooms

relevant to these areas. So that gives us a week

may also be available. There will be a single

in Israel. Of course you can also add on days

a real action hero. He has lots of fresh ideas
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something in particular.

and works tirelessly to implement them. Tony

Whilst it is unusual to mention those who

room supplement. Included in the high-

at either end of the trip to do your own thing

introduced and ran the highly successful

have passed away over the last year for fear of

lights will be a visit to the President of Israel’s

should you so wish. We are very excited about

pre-Kiddush talks and organised a trip to

omitting others, I cannot fail to mention three

Residence; meeting the Chief Rabbi of Tel

this opportunity and have already established

Beth Shalom, put on the launch of a book

members we will miss dearly.

Aviv (formerly of Israel) and the current Chief

there are people in the community who would

Rabbi of Israel; meeting the Chief Inspector

love to join us. If you are

of the Israeli Police Force Micky Rosenfeld

to come, and would like more

and visiting the Police HQ in the Old City;

information, please contact

holding a memorial service for fallen Soldiers

Candice in the Shul office.

interested
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REFLECTIONS ON BEING
AN HONORARY OFFICER
Tony Ostrin

My four years as a warden were mainly very
enjoyable. With Michael Haringman's support
I quickly learnt the running of the service,
the order of the call-ups, the announcements and of making sure that the correct
Sefer is used. You get to know whom to call
upon when the gates of the Ark stick and the
cord of the curtain does not work - where is
William Geller! Getting to know the congregation through setting up the pre-Kiddush talks
has been particularly satisfying together with
setting up the joint minyanim with Shomrei

REFLECTIONS ON BEING
AN HONORARY OFFICER
DAVID DU PARC BRAHAM

You can never switch off from being an HO.
Of course, you expect duties when the Shul
is “open for business” as it were, on Shabbats,
festivals etc. But nothing prepares you for the
sheer scale of the work involved as part of
the executive – emails flying back and forth,
meetings (both in person and by Skype),
day in and day out. Ultimately though, very
few roles are quite as rewarding. My two
years as Warden were a fascinating insight
into the running of the Shul. Working on
communications plans, events, dealing with
tricky building issues as they arise (and with
this Shul, they are always arising) and even
re-structuring the Shul governance. By far the
most enjoyable aspect though, was during
services (not least because of the comfy seats –
rumours of a small secret bar are of course not
to be believed…). Whether Shabbat or festivals,
there was always something to be getting on
with, making sure that things ran as smoothly
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Hadath for Shacharit services and working
with Tony Tigner - Orchudesch. The behind
the scenes work has been interesting including
making sure the lights on the commemoration
boards are changed each month. Other tasks
included were changing the covers of the Sifrei
Torah for Rosh Hashanah and sorting out the
top hats for the Chatanim. Each of these 'jobs'
has given me a sense of satisfaction. Working
with the team of Honorary Officers during the
years I was a warden were very special but
there comes a time when you need to hand
over to new people with fresh ideas. What do
I think I will be remembered for? - Calling out
the page numbers on Yom Tov of course!

as they could. My most nerve-wracking experience was performing Segan for the first time
– not least trying desperately to remember the
names of those attending that day in order
to get the call-ups sorted properly. Although
that competes with running the length of the
chamber to the Ark in order to prevent one
elderly member from doing himself a severe
injury by trying to shut a stuck gate...But the
most fun times were paradoxically the most
intense – the High Holy Days, culminating
in Simchat Torah. Helping Tony keep track
of three different books during Yom Kippur,
dealing with complaints during the services,
through to my personal highlight, managing
the very particular choreography on Simchat
Torah. Who sits where, when, and when do
they swap seats? Who gets which Sefer? And
who has to perform the highly risky crossover
Hagbah? It was a very fulfilling experience, and
an honour I will never forget. But most of all,
it was having the opportunity to work closely
with Michael, Adrienne, Tony and Madeleine a fantastically talented team of people that
Hampstead is lucky to have.

The haringman family
w i s h the hampstead
family a happy, sweet
and successful
New Year!

experience of other participants. We are also

B’tzelem
Elokim
an important
new US initiative
on children with
special needs

aware of various local initiatives by rabbis and
communities encouraging participation and
inclusion of children with special needs, but
we want to broaden our capacity across the
whole United Synagogue family. Our plan is to
assess the barriers to success, develop specific
training for rabbis, rebbetzens, children’s
service leaders and community volunteers, and

PEACE OF MINd
maDELEINE ABRAMSON

to develop inclusive pilot Shabbat services and
work with other service providers. We know
that every journey starts with just one step

Last year Richard and I hosted two Israeli soldiers

The London week is the core of the

Simchat Torah is a great time for children and

but, through sharing best practice, focused

on the Peace of Mind (POM) programme.

programme. The veterans and therapists stay

interestingly, at the very start of the Book of

development of inclusive programmes and

We found it an amazing experience. Why? And

with host families, in pairs. So we would

Bereshit / Genesis, we learn that humankind

widespread support from the whole United

what is the Peace of Mind programme? Every

need between 8 to 10 host families, to accom-

was created B’tzelem Elokim, in the image

Synagogue family, we want to provide a deeper

year, thousands of released Israeli combat

modate a group of up to 20 men. They can

of the Almighty. But how often do we ask

and more inclusive synagogue experience for

soldiers face the difficult transition back into

share a room. Each unit has some secular and

ourselves what it means to be created in God’s

children with special needs and their families.

civilian life. Despite the well-known image

some observant veterans. Whilst this is not

image? Do we recognise that all people are

After all, we are all created B’tzelem Elokim.

of the resilient Israeli soldier, the long-term

a religious programme, we are an Orthodox

created in this image? In an important new

effects of veterans’ exposure to trauma are well

Shul and would maintain observance levels

initiative, a group of US rabbis, rebbetzens,

documented. Peace of Mind is an intervention

to respect all the men equally. The Shul plans

Tribe educators and staff from the Office of

programme that, as one soldier put it, “changes

to host a group for one week in autumn 2018.

the Chief Rabbi, under the chairmanship of

lives. I gained perspective on how to cope with

The veterans will meet daily in the Community

Rabbi Kanterovitz, is now looking at what

the rest of my life.” Participants typically do not

Centre for their therapy programme. We will

the US does for children and young people

show pathological symptoms of post-traumatic

also arrange a programme of activities for

stress, yet are sorely in need of a programme

the veterans, hosts, the wider community,

that gives voice to the trauma they experienced,

and local young professionals, which will

allowing them to start living their lives again.

include trips to London, a community

with a wide range of special needs and their
families. It surely must be a fundamental aspi-

The hampstead
book group

ration for all United Synagogue communities
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Friday night dinner, and/or a Shabbat lunch.

and programmes to cater for children with

The Hampstead Synagogue reading group has

special needs and their families to the greatest

grown during the last year and now has over a

Since the programme’s inception 10 years ago,

possible extent, within the framework of

dozen regular members. We usually meet six

over 50 groups have been hosted in London,

There is a catch! The funding of a group is

halachah, while maintaining the sanctity and

times during the year, and read a wide range

New York, and Toronto. A typical group is 18

about £35,000 per group to run the London

dignity of our religious services. Some fifteen

of books both fiction and non-fiction. In 2016

veterans from one unit, who joined the IDF

week and the full nine month programme,

years ago, a pioneering document, written by

we mostly had a fiction list and discussions

on the same day, when they were 18 years old.

and we will need to raise this money. But loads

Rabbi Dr. Julian Shindler, entitled: ‘Becoming

were often lively as thoughts on a book are

They would have been selected and trained

of local communities have done it, so we are

Bar/Bat Mitzvah: the Child with Special Needs’,

rarely unanimous. We choose books and vote

together into a special force elite unit, and

sure we can do it too. All donations are eligible

was produced by the Rabbinical Council of

on the coming year’s list in March, so that we

would have fought together throughout their

for gift aid. So... we will keep you informed of

the United Synagogue and Chief Rabbi Mirvis

can include new items from Jewish Book Week.

service, and serve in the reserves together. The

meetings, dates, fundraising ideas, and soon

recently produced a special prayer to be read

In the remainder of this year’s programme we

unit comes to London with two Israeli thera-

will be asking for host families. Richard and I

by a batmitzvah girl with Down’s syndrome.

have East West Street by Philipe Sands; Major

pists. The age range of groups is from 27 to

will definitely host again – it was a privilege.

Tribe goes to enormous lengths to include

Farrand’s Hat by David Cesarani; The Jews of San

37 years old. The programme is a nine month

children with a wide range of abilities in all its

Nicandro by John Davis; In the Garden of Beasts

programme of counselling, beginning in Israel

For more about POM, see

programmes, vacation trips, camps and Israel

by Erik Larson, and One Night Markovitch by

with a 20 hour preparatory workshop, then

traumaweb.org/peace-

tour, where possible, without limiting the

Ayelet Gundar Goshen. We meet on a Sunday

the London week, and followed up in Israel

o f - m i n d/

afternoon and welcome new readers, please

with more group and individual therapy over

madeleine abramson.

contact the synagogue office if you are

a further seven months.

interested. By lilian goldberg

or

c o n tac t
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PAN JOSEF

Even more emotional was what happened back in the city, where we had lunch with Josef and
the now 75 year old Anna, a babe in arms in 1942, the newly-born child of one the three families

HENRY GRUNWALD

who were saved in the bunker. Her mother called her “the mole” because she had to remain
underground in case she cried! She had remained living in Nowy Sącz, although she had children

Last year I was invited to go on a visit to

in Israel and the USA, and she and Josef were close friends. To see the two of them together was

Poland by the Polish Ministry of Foreign

to see the decency and goodness that we would all to think exists in all human beings. Sadly, our

Affairs, arranged by From The Depths, an

history has shown us all too often that those qualities are all too rare.

organisation founded and run by a young
British-born Israeli called Jonny Daniels. He
has been working for some years to preserve
and restore sites of Polish Jewish interest. They
have recently discovered some previously
unknown hiding places where Poles risked,
and frequently lost their lives to save Jews.
In this article, I shall only deal with one such
bunker, although we also visited Warsaw Zoo
and I would recommend readers to see the

been a very painful death for the farmer and all

film ‘The Zookeeper’s Wife’, released earlier this

his family, a fate suffered by others Poles in the

year, which tells the fictionalised but basically

areas who had done the same.

true story of the Warsaw Zookeeper who helped
save the lives of some three hundred Jews who

So, on a very snowy morning last December, I

had been smuggled out of the Warsaw Ghetto.

and the others in our group were taken from

The city of Nowy Sącz, in the south of Poland,

the city by coach, and then for the last frozen

used to be home to a large Jewish population

mile or so by jeep, to a farmhouse where we

and the birthplace of a famous Rebbe and

met Pan Josef, the now 89, then 14, year old son

Chasidic sect. Almost all of its Jews were

of the farmer who spoke to us about, and then

murdered in the Shoah. However, a very brave

showed us into, the small underground bunker

Polish man, a Catholic and a farmer and baker,

where 14 souls lived for three years. When

saved the lives of 14 of his Jewish neighbours

asked why his father had risked his family’s

by hiding them from early 1942 until the end of

life, he replied that his father had said, “It was

the war. His business was in the city: his farm

the right thing to do.” The 14 Jews had had to

was halfway up a hillside some distance away.

spend most of their time under the woodstore,

When he learnt that the remaining Jews in the

for fear of being seen. It was difficult to imagine

city were to be transported to a presumed

spending one night there, let alone three

death, he dug a bunker underneath a large

years! It was a very emotional experience to

woodpile in his farmyard, where the 14 were

meet a man whose face radiated goodness and

safely concealed for some three years. His then

kindness, and who was so humble about the

14 year old son drove a horse and cart almost

lives he had saved. It was only by chance that

every day from the city to the farm bringing

volunteers recently working on a project that

whatever food and supplies he could to the

From The Depths was carrying out in Nowy

hidden families. If discovered, the penalty for

Sącz, restoring tombstones in the old Jewish

the heinous crime of saving lives would have

cemetery, were informed of Josef’s story.

Greetings from the

we can engage our members with inclusive

US President

modern orthodoxy and I am determined to
community.

Rosh Hashanah is a time of reflection and
resolution. Having been elected as United

As we look ahead to 5778, I believe we should

Synagogue President in July, I have been doing

focus on achieving success together. The US

my fair share of reflection over the last couple

is only as strong as its membership and so

of months. The Jewish year of 5777 has certainly

I encourage everyone to consider ways in

been one of achievement for The US. We have

which they can play a part to take our local

made great strides forward in welcoming

communities to new heights this year. There

new communities as full members and have

are numerous opportunities for individuals

continued the implementation of a wide range

of all ages to get involved. There is something

of priorities identified in our Strategic Review.

for everyone, whether volunteering with US

However, there is of course much more still to

Community Cares groups, working within our

be done.

schools as a governor or taking on a leadership
role within your local community. Each one

Having renewed our Trustee Board, the hard

of us brings something different to the table

work is well under way as we look to build

and all our skills are needed to improve our

on the excellent work of our predecessors

communities. If we are to make only one reso-

Stephen Pack and his Trustees. I am relishing

lution this Rosh Hashanah let it be to give as

this challenge and look forward to working

much of our time to others as possible, evoking

with our fantastic staff and fellow Trustees to

the words of our sages: “If I am not for myself

achieve this. In my manifesto I listed a number

who will be for me and if I am only for myself,

of key issues that I am determined to address

what am I? And if not now, when?” Wishing

during my term as President. These range from

you all the best for a Shana Tova U’Metuka –

providing greater support to our communi-

a happy, healthy and sweet new year.

ties and working on communal challenges,
to maximising opportunities amongst our

michael goldstein

rabbinate and schools, as well as for women,

US President

Tribe and Young US. There are so many ways
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do all I can to build a strong future for our

A message from the

President

At home, we have continued to interact through

Muslim communities – so far including London,

all levels of government, from desk officers to

Bradford, Leicester, Leeds and Birmingham.

secretaries of state, and we have worked inter-

And we don’t just exchange pleasantries over

nationally through our relations with foreign

In my New Year message 12 months ago I wrote

expel David Ward, a man with a track record

tea and biscuits, we go straight for the toughest

embassies and links with our Jewish partner

that 2016 had been the most tumultuous year

of antisemitic statements. We call on Labour

topics: hate crime, violent extremism and

organisations overseas. Our highly successful

in British political life in living memory. This

Leader Jeremy Corbyn to act in a decisive

religious values. This country is not the only

series of seminars for local councillors on

year has been barely less eventful with a

manner during this coming year against the

one to suffer the tragedy of extremist murder

Jewish issues took us to Manchester and

surprise General Election producing an even

scourge of antisemitism which has plagued his

this year. Israel has also lost innocent Jews,

Newcastle/Gateshead this year, with events in

bigger surprise, resulting in the turbulence of a

party. And whenever we discover antisemitism

Christians and Muslims to terror attacks this

Leeds, Birmingham and London to follow in

hung Parliament, coalition negotiations and a

in the Conservative and other parties, be in no

year. And of course the difference between

2018.

shaky start to talks with the EU over the future

doubt that we act in a similarly robust manner.

Israel and the UK is that Israel has never had

of the United Kingdom in Europe.

respite from those whose mission it is to

We have staunchly defended Jewish schools

This year, having been thwarted for 12 years,

subvert the democracy of the world’s only

and Jewish education in both the main-

Through this period of political uncertainty the

criminal murderers finally managed to claim

Jewish state. While the ramming of tourists

stream and Charedi sectors. Our efforts are

Board of Deputies has represented the Jewish

innocent lives in our country – at Westmin-

and commuters on Westminster Bridge made

also outward looking - the Jewish Living

community with a clear and calm voice. We

ster, in Manchester, at London Bridge and

the world’s headlines, similar attacks in Israel

Experience exhibition has travelled around

have often not even warranted a passing

the country and informed thousands of

mention on the evening news. We at the Board

non-Jewish children and adults about our

of Deputies stand resolutely behind Israel,

way of life. Our research partnership with the

whether it is speaking at demonstrations,

Institute of Jewish Policy Research has borne

making the case in the media, challenging BDS

fruit, with ground-breaking new reports on

or supporting grassroots advocacy organisa-

Jewish schools and patterns of affiliation to the

tions and Christian allies. We leave nobody in

synagogue movements, releasing data that is

any doubt as to our commitment.

vital for planning for our community's future.

produced our Jewish Manifesto for the election
campaign, a document newly updated for
2017 with its detailed advocacy of the policies
of interest and concern to UK Jews. We asked
politicians to support our 10 Commitments
– the policies which we consider crucial on
everything from education and religious

While our enemies
continue to promote
terror and division, we
have been unstinting
in our desire for peace.

freedoms to the Middle East. We sent out a
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So I have travelled the country speaking to

copy of the Jewish Manifesto to every prospec-

Finsbury Park. I am sickened by the extrem-

tive parliamentary candidate and received a

ists who are prepared to kill children to further

While our enemies continue to promote terror

In 5778 we will continue to represent your

large and supportive response including video

their depraved views. The attacks by Islamist

and division, we have been unstinting in our

interests and wishes as a democratically

messages from the Prime Minister and the

extremists on concert goers and random

desire for peace. This year, we launched the

elected and accountable organisation. May this

leaders of the next three largest parties.

pedestrians and the attack on worshippers

pioneering 'Invest in Peace' programme with

New Year bring you, your families and all of Am

outside a mosque in north London, lend an

church umbrella body Churches Together in

Yisrael health, strength and peace.

Our approach to politics is bipartisan. We

urgency to my longstanding commitment to

Britain and Ireland to support Israelis and

do not support any single party but we do

building bridges with Muslim communities.

Palestinians who reach across the divide for

hold politicians to account. In a year charac-

It is vital that we have the relationships that

reconciliation. Our first series of events in

terised by a shameful upsurge in antisemi-

allow us to share sometimes difficult opinions

London in May drew 300 Jews, Christians,

tism in British politics we continue to call on

with one another, as well as making joint

Muslims and people of no faith to the cause,

party leaders to act swiftly to expunge hatred

progress on our issues of common concern.

and we are already planning the next series of

wherever it rears its ugly head. Former Liberal

It is crucial to strengthen the moderate centre

events in Manchester, Leeds and Glasgow for

Jonathan Arkush

Democrat Leader Tim Farron acted swiftly to

and marginalise the extremists.

later this year.

President of the Board of Deputies
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rosh hashanah message from the

rosh hashanah message from

Chief rabbi

Us women

As we conclude a year which seems to have

patience and moved on to fight more pressing

As we say goodbye to the old year and we

scholars - will graduate after an intensive

been dominated, in no small part, by disunity

battles, were now able to breach the walls and

welcome in the Jewish New Year, if gives us

year and a half program educating them and

across the Jewish world, it is increasingly

conquer a weakened people.

a natural moment of reflection. A moment to

preparing them to serve our community. The

look back on the achievements of the previous

Bnei Mitzvah programme, that will be open

troubling to see some of the vitriol that is
now routinely espoused by Jews against

Chief Rabbi Lord Jakobovits pointed out that

year and a moment to refocus our attention on

to all our Bnei Mitzvah children, is set to be

one another. It takes no time at all to find

‘Sim Shalom’, our prayer for peace in the

the year to come. What have we achieved, and

launch in the near future providing a mean-

comments on social media about “Chareidi

Amidah, includes the words ‘Bless us our

what new enterprise can we engage in that

ingful and engaging way for our next gener-

extremist bullies with no grasp of the realities

Father, all of us as one, in the light of Your

will fire up our imagination and our passion,

ation to participate in their personal and

of the modern world” and “heretical leftists

countenance’. Why, in the context of prayers

for ourselves, our communities and the Jewish

communal Jewish journey.

who wilfully dilute and undermine the sanctity

for peace with our enemies, must we aspire

people in the year to come?

of Torah at every opportunity.” Is this what

to peace amongst ourselves? Lord Jakobovits

it has come to? “And may the people form a

explained that if we cannot overcome our

This past year has been a challenging one

the women of the community together. The

single united bond – to perform Your will with

differences within, we will never prevail over

in Britain. We have faced a referendum,

US Women’s Annual Dinner saw 175 women

a full heart”.

our enemies without. The first Chief Rabbi of

terrorist attacks and disasters - personal,

gather in Woodford Forest to hear Gillian

the Holy Land, Rabbi Kook, would point out

communal and national - often at the cost

Merron speak of her role within the Board of

These words, from our Mussaf prayer on Rosh

that in an orchestra, there are many different

of human life. As the women of the United

Deputies and what we can do to support our

Hashanah, encapsulate our deep and enduring

instruments which make their own unique

Synagogue we have supported each other

community on a local level.

desire for Jewish unity which stretches back,

sound. Together, under the baton of the

and the communities around us.

through the annals of history, to the point at

conductor, they create beautiful harmony.

which we left Egypt and became a nation for

We ran events this past year that have brought

The old favourite US Women Quiz was once
Following up on last year’s successful guide

more a great success, and the winners Cock-

the first time. But, what is the virtue of unity?

May 5778 herald a year in which each one of

for women on saying Kaddish, this year we

fosters and N Southgate will be hosting the

Don’t we have a responsibility to protect what

us can look to parts of our community within

published Birkat Ha Gomel cards containing

next quiz this coming November.

we believe to be right, even if that means

which we might ordinarily find very little

the often overlooked prayer of thanksgiving

division? There is no question that we do, but

common ground; those whose instruments

said after one has survived an ordeal. US

Our co-chairs Jacqui Zinkin and Claire Lemer

what is also certain is that throughout history,

possibly make an entirely different sound to

Women has now helped make the prayer

have led from the front and have embodied the

disunity has been nothing short of an existen-

ours, but with whom we can offer beautiful

accessible to all.

underlying quality of US Women, the quality

tial threat to the Jewish people.

harmony to the world. Valerie and I extend

The Talmud describes the tense state of

of advancing the role of women with in the US

to you all our very best wishes for a happy,

Our pride in being associated with two of

community through conversation, education

fulfilling and peaceful New Year.

the Chief Rabbi’s programmes to benefit the

and engagement.

conflict in Jerusalem during the years 67-70

communities, especially the women of the

CE, throughout which, the Romans laid

community, knows no bounds. Shortly the first

We wish you and your community a year filled

siege around the walls of our capital city. In

cohort of Ma’ayanot – the Chief Rabbis female

with blessings, good health and peace.

Jerusalem, there were storehouses which had
provisions to last for 21 years. Yet tragically,
when civil war broke out within the city, the
storehouses were burned and destroyed. The
Romans, who would otherwise have likely lost

Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
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AND THE HONOURS GO TO...
Sally friend

e she t chay i l

stephen mendel

C H ATAN to ra h

I am delighted to have

Synagogue is breath taking and we are a warm

been given this honour.

community where many lifelong friendships

I am Stephen Mendel married to Naomi and

It is a privilege to be a

have been made. Hampstead has always been

we joined the synagogue just three years

member of Hampstead

blessed with outstanding spiritual leaders

or so ago, having been longtime members

Synagogue. Member-

who have made this congregation what it is

of another US community prior to our ‘free

ship for my family goes

today. It is continued by Rabbi Michael who

transfer’ to Hampstead; we have two sons who

back over 80 years. As

takes care of us all in good and bad times. The

are members so we come as a package; they

a family we have had

music, whether choral or solo, is so special it is

are Gideon, married to Jennie, and Jack. We are

many, many celebrations,

a privilege to listen. As a member I really love

both still working, me as a lawyer and Naomi

including weddings and

coming to Shul. When Bernard was Warden

as a travel consultant. We are quite recent

Bar Mitzvahs, and sadly

we had a wonderful time, including great

arrivals to Hampstead Synagogue and are

funerals, all of which

Seder nights and Friday night dinners, which

very happy to have been so warmly welcomed

were involved in the

were always a huge success. I enjoyed being

into the mix to the extent that we feel that we

Synagogue. My father as a young boy lived

a member of the Board of Deputies and also

have been here much longer than is really the

within 5 minutes’ walk of Hampstead Shul,

the Board of Management. I do hope I have

case. I am touched and feel hugely honoured

traditional wishes for a Happy and Healthy

been able to give some contribution to this

to have been chosen to be Chatan Torah this

New Year to everyone in the congregation. I am

were not members and prayed at St Johns

wonderful Synagogue and It is an honour to

year and take this opportunity to send the

the handsome one in the photograph!

Wood Synagogue. The interior of Hampstead

be a member. Thank you.

but as there was a Mixed Choir his family

ROB SWADEN

CHATA N BE RE I SHI T

shana boltin

es h et c h ay il

Chaverim, I’m delighted and honoured to have

Originally from Melbourne, Australia, I have

been asked to be one of this year’s Chatanim.

lived in London for the past 8 years. An

They will make a Chatan out of me yet Mum!

occupational therapist for children by day,

Proud member of Hampstead Shul since the

I spend much of my spare time involved in

90s, music artist manager and long suffering

various community organisations. In 2014 I

Everton supporter - I feel lucky to be a part

chaired Limmud conference, and now I am

of this community, led by our inspiring and

a member of the Limmud board of trustees

Modern Orthodox Rabbi. As someone who

where I am developing leadership skills in

is keen to promote interfaith relations, The

Limmud volunteers across the globe. I have

Parents Circle Families Forum we hosted was a

been a strong supporter of Hampstead Syna-

particular highlight for me this year and a great

gogue’s Scholar In Residence programme and

example of the role our traditional Shul has to

have helped co-ordinate the women’s Megillat

play within a modern context.

Esther reading for the past two years. I am
passionate about enhancing the role of women
in Modern Orthodoxy and supporting women
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to meaningfully engage in the community.
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obituaries

muriel
froomberg
Great-great grandmother Muriel Froomberg
was a regular attender at Hampstead

jo L. gollow

Synagogue until just a few years ago. “She
was always full of life,” said daughter-in-law

Jo was born in July 1931 in the East End, the

Jo was a dedicated Freemason, joining several

youngest in a family of three. Their lives were

lodges and achieving high rank in both London

disrupted by the war and tragically their

and Middlesex, becoming a member of Grand

father Isaac died whilst they were evacuated

Lodge. It was a matter of great pride when his son

to Norfolk when Jo was only nine years old.

Jonathan (who tragically died just four weeks

Jo, who maintained friendships he made

before Jo) followed him into Freemasonry.

throughout his life, remained friendly with the
family to whom he was evacuated in King's

His life was enriched when in 1983 he met

Lynn.

his wife Judy and together they enjoyed 34
very happy years. The whole extended family

During the hard times which followed, Jo's

enjoyed gathering at their home for Yom

mother Min had to work very hard to support

Tovim, Sunday lunches and other occasions.

the family and Jo remained very close to his

They both took great pleasure and pride in

brother Morris and sister May (both of whom

their children, grandchildren and great-grand-

predeceased him) even after Morris moved to

child. After Jo's heart operation in 2006, Judy

Australia in 1956, where Jo visited him very

and Jo particularly enjoyed the last 11 years,

many times and was a firm favourite of all his

travelling extensively.

Australian nephews and nieces.
As Rabbi Michael noted at Jo's funeral,
After his teenage years and National Service,

whenever money was needed for communal

Jo forged a business career, first in account-

purpose, he would always put his hands in

ancy and then as a very successful metal

his pocket and donate - anonymously. He

merchant, but he also enjoyed being part of

also helped a very large number of individuals

the Shul community at Hampstead Synagogue

in times of need, again without any fuss or

(Dennington Park), where he was a much

fanfare and without taking any personal credit

valued and respected member, often accompa-

for doing so.

nied by his great nephew Adam. He frequently
read Haftorah in Shul, particularly for the

Jo had a very wide circle of friends - within

last several years on Yom Kippur morning.

Dennington Park, Freemasonry and former

At his second Bar Mitzvah, three years ago,

business associates, and all of them, together

it gave him enormous pleasure that he was

with his devoted family, will miss his compan-

surrounded by his children, grandchildren and

ionship, love and friendship - even if not his

very close family and friends.

emails!

Barbara Froomberg. “She had a great sense of
humour, drank whisky two times a day and
loved a cigarette." She had given up smoking at
102 because she said she wanted to live longer.
"The family are saddened to lose her but she
has had such a wonderful and long life. We
holidayed all over the world with her. She was

percy
meller

really the loveliest mother-in-law.” Four gener-

Percy Meller, died aged 97 on November

ations of family attended her 108th birthday

13th 2016. Percy was a proud member of The

party in February. Born Muriel Lazarus in

Hampstead Synagogue all his life. His grand-

London in 1909, she married Archie Froomberg

parents and parents were members of the

at Hampstead Synagogue in 1929. They had

shul from 1900. In fact his grandfather, Joseph

three sons, only one of whom - Richard, 79 -

Meller died on his way to Shul. Percy cele-

is still alive. During the Second World War, the

brated his Bar Mitzvah in the Shul in 1932. Percy

family moved to Northamptonshire, where

volunteered for the Army in 1938 until the end

Mrs Froomberg drove a lorry making deliv-

of the war in 1945 and travelled to Palestine,

eries to army camps. “That job was right up her

Egypt and Italy during that period. He was

street as she loved being around all the boys,"

considered to be an expert in Radar.After the

Barbara Froomberg said. After the war she

war Percy worked for John Lewis for a short

returned to Brent, North London with her late

period and then joined his father in the family

husband Archie. She lived in nearby Willesden

business supplying retail stores with various

for 20 years before moving to her home in a

fashion accessory items, his major customer

central London St John's Wood apartment in

being Marks and Spencer. Percy became the

1967. Muriel was known as Mumu to her three

chairman of the Hampstead Parents Asso-

children, five grandchildren, 12 great-grand-

ciation in 1965 until 1970. He then became a

children and three great-great-grandchil-

regular member of the Shul’s Board of Manage-

dren. Barbara commented: "She was the most

ment. In 1976 he became a Warden of the Shul

gracious lady and once a day she would put

and served in the Box for seven years. Percy

on all her furs and go for walks round Regent's

and his wife Anita have two sons Michael and

Park. She was very well turned out at all times.”

David, seven grandchildren, all of whom had
their Bar Mitzvah or Bat Mitzvah at Hampstead.
Just before he passed away he celebrated the
wedding of his eldest granddaughter at the
Shul with his family, which gave him enormous
pleasure. Percy had a wonderful life, he was
a special man, always with a smile. Percy
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absolutely loved Hampstead, and Hampstead
loved him.
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USE CODE
„HAMPSTEAD“
TO BOOK YOUR
ROOM WITH
17% DISCOUNT

Plan Your

phyllis spiro

Holidays
In Prague!

gillian tigner-orchudesch
My Auntie Phyllis was born in the London

In the early 60s, Adam and Phyllis had just

Hospital on 20th November 1917, the first

decided to come back to England to re-join the

of three daughters. Being brought up in the

family when Adam died suddenly and totally

East End, she never imagined that she would

unexpectedly. Phyllis pulled all her resource-

marry a Polish refugee, yet being evacuated

fulness together to cope with her 5 children

to Manchester, she went to a dance and met

and spent her working life as a secretary.

THE ONLY KOSHER LEMEHADRIN
5H HOTEL IN PRAGUE
OPEN ALL YEAR ROUND
KOSHER RESTAURANT KING DAVID
MIKVAH

the tall and vivacious, red headed Adam Spiro
who had followed his parents from Warsaw

Denise soon married Brian in 1964 also at

disguised as a Norwegian egg merchant. They

Hampstead Synagogue. Tragedy befell her

were married in 1941 and Denise was born in

again in 1992 with the death of Ian and again

1943 and Ian in 1945. Already being used to

Phyllis drew on her inner strength to cope,

travel, Adam wanted to try his luck in South

always supported by her expanding family.

Africa and Auntie Phyllis was willing for

When Gaye married in 1979, there was no

adventure, so off the family went to set up a

choice other than Dennington Park Road.

papermill as Adam’s father (my grandfather)

Phyllis travelled extensively taking each of her

had successfully done in Newcastle when

grandchildren across the globe for their Bar

he had come over from war-torn Europe.

and Bat Mitvah presents from China to Israel to

The twins, Heather and Gaye were born

Italy and the USA. As she grew older she started

in Johannesburg.				 focusing on her grandchildren and later her
great grandchildren, she also gave her time to
Being family minded, Phyllis and Adam

volunteering in loads of charity shops and the

celebrated Ian’s Bar Mitzvah in Hampstead

Royal Free Hospital three times a week where

Synagogue as that is where Adam’s sister

she clocked up 25 years and only retired in her

Madzia Tigner (nee Spiro) had since settled

early 90s. Auntie Phyllis had an acerbic wit and

with their mother Esther Sabina Spiro and

a sharp eye and despite her failing eyesight

Madzia’s growing family. After South Africa,

she still observed on one Rosh Hashanah:

they moved to London for a short while in 1956

“Gilly! That skirt couldn’t be shorter and those

and as the Suez Canal was closed, they had to

boots couldn’t be longer!” She died at the age

go the long way through the Mediterranean to

of 99 surrounded by her daughters and grand-

Venice and then on a boat. In 1956 to 1957 they

daughters and mourned by her two sisters in

then set up home in Montreal in Canada where

America, her eleven remaining grandchildren

they completed their family with the arrival of

and six great grandchildren.

Joanne.
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hampstead vs. shomrei
The wallace collection
visits hampstead
Nina Geller & marguerite brodtman
Senior members of our community were
treated to an interesting series run by the
Education Department of the Wallace Collection. Their Community outreach programme
arranged to come and visit us in the homes of
Hampstead members. The speaker started by
giving us a fascinating history of the Collection, and then we inspected photographs of
a number of works of art. She passed around
enlargements of certain parts of the paintings
so that she could point out tiny details that
might otherwise have been missed. As well as
the photographs of paintings, she also brought

a number of objects from the collection that
we were able to examine and handle, including
a curiosity item. People were invited to guess
the function of the piece, which provoked
some interesting observations and resulted in
a lively discussion. The speaker ensured that
all those present were included in the discussions. The visits were held in the homes of
Shul members, and everyone enjoyed tea and
refreshments and a chance to chat. Following
the two visits, we were invited to visit the home
of the Wallace Collection in Manchester Square.
Transport was arranged for those who needed
help to get there, and after a welcome talk and
cup of tea, we were treated to a private tour
of the Collection with two guides to show us
around and answer our questions.

Cricket match report
by barnaby powell

Still hurting from their loss last year,
the Hampstead Harriers were back for revenge
against the Shomrei Sharks on a warm overcast
day at Hampstead Heath in July. With a young
team brimming full of confidence, Shomrei
were hoping to inflict a second consecutive
defeat on us, even arriving early to train before
the game. However, they clearly had not
read the script of what was to come.
Strolling out to the middle, captain
Barnaby Powell knew that the Hampstead
Harriers’ strengths lay in the bowling department,and so was not too unhappy to lose
the toss and be put into bat, knowing that
the bowling attack could handle the pressure
put on them in the second innings. With our
very own Rabbi, Michael Harris opening up,

Visit to chiswick house
Nina Geller

partnered with Barnaby, things got off to a
rather poor start. Sadly Rabbi Michael went
early, along with one of Hampstead’s “loanees”,

In the early spring we arranged a visit to
Chiswick House to see their display of rare
and historic Camellias in their magnificent
Grade 1 listed Conservatory. The collection
includes 33 different varieties, many of which
are descended from the original planting in
1828. The camellias were absolutely beautiful,
and well worth a visit. Unfortunately we had
chosen a particularly cold day to visit and were
less inclined to take our time and linger in the
hampstead's garden

gardens and the Conservatory. Perhaps we
can schedule another visit when the weather
is warmer! If you have suggestions of outings
that you would like us to arrange, or activities
that could be held in people’s homes, please

to leave us 11-2 after just 10 overs. However,

Roskin ripped into the top order of the Sharks,
taking two wickets in his first over. This scintillating spell set the tone for what was to come.
At the other end, Joe Saleh, a recent transfer
from Od Yosef Chai, did not let up. In his second
over, he took 3 wickets steam-rolling through
the middle order of the Sharks, leaving them
at 18-6 after just 6 overs. Finally it was the turn
of the captain, Barnaby, to finish them off. He
took a brilliant 4 wickets in his 3 overs, skittling
Shomrei out for just 25 runs, with the final
wicket leaving their tail-ender’s off stump cartwheeling in the air. This was a lesson in fast
bowling from the young Hampstead Harriers’
bowlers, using the pitch to their advantage and
never giving the Shomrei batsmen a moment
to settle.
It was a humiliation. Nothing more,
nothing less. Winning by over 60 runs was a
comprehensive victory in such a low scoring
match. Revenge had been achieved and it
tasted good. Thank you to everyone who took
part and hopefully we can repeat the feat next
year.

the patience started to pay off as Barnaby and
Ben Geller put on a solid partnership that took
Hampstead Harriers to 50 for 4 after 16 overs,
with Barnaby scoring a solid 24. Ben then
anchored the rest of the innings, along with a
handy knock from 2 other “loanees” to take us
to a final score of 76.
Despite the pitch being wet and the
bounce uneven (somewhat of a bowler’s
paradise), the team felt as if 76 was a significantly under par knock. However, morale was
not allowed to flag and the Harriers bounded
out for their fielding stint. This positive energy
yielded results in just the first over. Jonathan

contact Nina via the Shul office with your ideas
and suggestions.
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Local young adults gathered in The Den
for an entertaining film and discussion
night in July. Thirty film fans enjoyed

Robert Max
In conversation with tony ostrin

A Summer's
Evening

the event organised by Claudia and Benji
Levine and Shana Boltin, with the help
of Candice Janet from the Shul office.
The evening featured a screening of the
recent film ‘Through the Wall’ with pizza
and snacks enjoyed by all. The film,
directed by Rama Burshtein, was the

On a very warm summer evening in July,

awaited second offering from Burshtein

one hundred people gathered in the

following her acclaimed debut ‘Fill the

Community Centre to hear a recital given

Void’. ‘Through the Wall’ saw its central

by Robert Max and friends. The members

character navigating her way through

Robert describes his musical life as "varied."

at the Truck Festival in Oxfordshire where the

of the quartet Hana Mizuta-Spencer

the Hasidic dating world following the

He is a cellist who plays solo and in chamber

music performed was both 'pop' and classical.

(violin), Tim Crawford (violin), Alinka

ending of an engagement. Humour

music ensembles and is principal cellist of

Music, both playing and conducting, has

Rowe (viola) and Robert Max (cello)

pierced the dramatic tone and the discus-

the London Chamber Orchestra. He has been

enabled him to meet many interesting people

played Samuel Alman’s Fuga Fantastica

sion following the screening proved the

the cellist of the Barbican Piano Trio for thirty

and has taken him world-wide including

for String Quartet and Beethoven’s string

film to be thought provoking, divisive

years and conducts the Oxford and the North

performances in South America, the Far East,

quartet B-flat.op.130. Samuel Alman

and relevant. The event was organised as

London Symphony Orchestras. Robert helps

Russia and in Romania has conducted concerts

was the choirmaster at Hampstead

a thank you to the Shul for subsidising the

run 'Musicworks' chamber music courses,

in disused Synagogues. Outside music one of

Synagogue (1917-1947). Robert Max wrote

first term of a study group. The group has

which attracts talented young string players

his main hobbies is cooking especially enjoying

in his programme notes: “I can find no

spent a thoroughly enjoyable term with

between the ages of 14 and 18, although they

preparing meals for friends and family. The

information about the composition of

the wonderful Maureen Kendler learning

also run courses for younger children from

whole family enjoy going to concerts and they

the Fuga Fantastica, the parts are hand-

about King David through central charac-

the age of seven. Robert attended St. Paul's

have been to the 'Proms' several times this

written manuscript and the copies I have

ters in his life. By claudia levine

School and the Royal Academy of Music. He

year, to art galleries and the theatre. The Max

may well be the only copies in existence”.

also studied at the Royal Northern College of

family has been associated with Hampstead

He thought that this was the first public

Music in Manchester and in New York’s Juilliard

Synagogue for more than fifty years and have

performance since the 1950s. Before

School. He was Musical Director of the Zemel

enjoyed many happy events. The wedding of

playing the B-flat.op.130 Robert spoke

Choir and through this he became interested

Robert’s parents, Robert’s Bar Mitzvah, Robert

about Beethoven’s ‘late’ period quartets.

in Jewish music. He is on the International

and Zoë’s wedding. Their children Sophie, Noah

The Op.130 has six movements and he

Board of Governors of the Jerusalem Academy

and Hugo celebrated their Bat and Bar Mitzvahs

gave a description of each section which

of Music and Dance and is a Trustee of the

in the Shul. Robert clearly loves his music but

added to the enjoyment of the piece. The

Academy’s British Friends. He organises the

will be delighted to escape with the family to

audience showed their appreciation by

Frinton Festival, bringing chamber music to

the French Alps for a few days to unwind.

the loud applause the quartet received.

a coastal community. This July he conducted

After the intensity of the music light
refreshments were served and in this
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relaxed atmosphere the audience chatted
with the players.
By beverley ostrin
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Our Kol NIdre
Appeal: where does
the money go?

family life, homes and jobs are lost and the

madeleine abramson

the Jami, Jewish and wider community. JAMI

situation spirals out of control. JAMI’s focus is
on recovery; moving from lack of control and
autonomy to becoming an active member of
assists people on this journey, from enabling

Last year our Kol Nidre Appeal collected a

them to become an expert in their own

total of £38,343. The breakdown of where that

self-care by taking responsibility and having

money goes is shown below. We do hope you

control over their lives.

will all support the Appeal this year. We are
again using some of the funds raised for the

Our families are under huge pressure to

same charities, UJIA and JAMI.

deliver the lifestyle our children see and hear
about from social media, TV and magazines.
Alongside consumerism, for our children

Total Collected : £38,343.38

there’s the added pressure of academic

Shul : £15,654.84

achievement, ‘looking right’ and conforming

JAMI : £4,361.56

to social expectations. JAMI wants to help

UJIA : 4,361.56

the wider community consider and manage

Central Projects* : £11,514.52

how our family wellbeing is holding up in the

*Includes Tribe, Living & Learning, Jewish Chaplaincy
and Jewish Chesed

midst of this pressure and stress. Last year Jami
held their first Family Resilience Conference
with expert speakers. The next conference is
planned for March 4th 2018 in London. There

JAMI is the mental health service for our

will also be a separate teenagers’ event: Mind-

community. Working primarily in London

fulness and Milkshakes at JAMI’s Head Room

and the South East it was established over 25

Café in Golders Green that evening.

years ago by parents, relatives and friends
of people who suffered from mental health

The wonderful support of your community

problems. Jami supports anyone affected by a

will secure the resources required to enable as

mental health problem, whether they are the

many families as possible to participate. The

person with the diagnosis, a friend, relative or

aim is to help families to build memories and

an employer. One in four British adults expe-

enjoy good times that can last a lifetime and

rience at least one diagnosable mental health

help them through the more difficult times

problem in one year. For those affected by

together. Conference materials will be marked

mental health issues such as bipolar affective

with ‘This event has been made possible

disorder, schizophrenia, depression and

through the wonderful support of Hampstead

eating disorders, life can be extremely difficult.

Synagogue", and JAMI would be delighted to

Often there is a breakdown in the home and

give complementary places to relevant staff/
volunteers.
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Greetings From hampstead

SHANA
TOVA

Helping Us Celebrate
our 125th Centenary:

FROM CST

Le shana tova! - madeleine & richard abramson + Family

Your Donation Is Needed!

Wishing the whole hampstead community
the happiest and healthiest of new years.

We still have two major events planned

- alison & henry grunwald + family

to celebrate 125 years of Hampstead
CST is Community Security Trust, the charity that

and approximately 1,000 communal events each year.

Synagogue.We are holding a Chanukah
party on 17th December as a 125 party

provides security for British Jews. We want to take this
opportunity to wish all of our community Shana Tova, well

CST helps and supports victims of antisemitism, and

over the Fast and to ask for your help in our work.

monitors and records antisemitic activities and incidents.
CST is the only UK organisation that records, analyses

CST is here to facilitate Jewish life at a time when

and publishes nationwide statistics and information about

terrorism, extremism and antisemitism can sometimes

antisemitic incidents and hate crimes. Sadly, the number

feel hard to escape from. We literally give our community

of antisemitic incidents has grown. During 2016, CST

the chance to play its part in the continuing challenge

often dealt with over 100 such reports per month and this

against those negatives. Above all, we need men and

unhappy trend has continued into 2017.

for all the Community. We hope as
many of you will come as possible.On
25th February 2018 we are holding our
one-day festival to celebrate the Spirit
of Hampstead. To keep entrance prices
down we are asking you for donations
towards these events. As this is our 125th
Anniversary, we thought donations could
be linked to the 125 theme.

women to step forward and play their part as security
volunteers, joining our teams and being trained in

CST represents British Jewry to Police, Government

self-defence and community protection.

and media on antisemitism and security. It works in

£12.50 / £125 / £1,250/ £12,500...etc.

operational partnership with Police and enjoys the full

We would be so grateful if you could help

In recent years, CST has spent nearly eleven million pounds

support of Government and Opposition. CST is widely

us by donating to ‘Hampstead United

on enhancing the security of Jewish communal buildings

held to be the role model of its type.

Synagogue’. We accept cheques or direct
transfers or credit card payment. Please call

throughout the UK. CST is also responsible for obtaining
and managing Government funding for commercial security

All of CST’s work is provided free of charge, but we rely

guards at Jewish schools, synagogues and other venues.

upon the partnership and active participation of our

the Shul Office for further information.

Wishing the community a happy and
healthy new year! - Jenny & malcolm ziff
Wishing a healthy and
peaceful new year to all!
- adrienne, robin, freddy,
barnaby & theodore powell

Wishing all our family and friends a happy new
year and peaceful 5778! - tony & beverley ostrin
Wishing everyone l'shana tova and well
over the fast. - michael, thea, lucy, amy & jessica helfgott
Wishing everyone a happy, healthy
and peaceful year. - nina & william geller

entire Jewish community: for our volunteer recruits,
CST has offices in London, Manchester and Leeds.

for our funding, for reporting, and also for the willing

Over 80 staff and more than 3,000 communal security

co-operation that underpins every one of our activities

volunteers work in partnership with synagogues, schools,

throughout UK communities. Please, play your part and

and community centres to help keep our community safe.

join us in our work: you may well find it challenging, but it

Together, we secure over 600 Jewish communal buildings

will certainly be highly rewarding.

www.cst.org.uk
Community Security Trust

@CST_UK

CSTmedia

National Emergency Number (24-hour) 0800 032 3263
London (Head Off ice) 020 8457 9999

Manchester (Northern Regional Off ice) 0161 792 6666
Community Security Trust is a registered charity in England and Wales (1042391) and Scotland (SC043612)

hampstead summer 125 tea party

